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SFMTA Slow to Unfold
Parking Strategies
BY KEITH BURBANK

Last month the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency
(SFMTA) announced plans to reopen
the conversation with the Dogpatch and
Potrero Hill communities about strategies to better manage parking, within
the context of future transportation
development along the Central Waterfront. At a meeting held at Genetech
Hall at the University of California,
San Francisco-Mission Bay, SFMTA
presented parking data it had collected
in the area. At the gathering Hill resident Ed Lortz expressed concerns that
SFMTA will install meters along the
18th and 20th street commercial corridors that extend around corners to the
fronts of residents’ homes. “That's one
of my big worries,” Lortz said.
According to Paul Rose, an SFMTA
spokesperson, any parking changes
in the area are likely to be “small in
scope and iterative, with the goal of
addressing parking on the busiest of
commercial blocks, where customers
are currently having a challenging time
finding parking spaces. A comprehensive approach is not likely.”
But changing parking policies
space by space isn’t the approach
preferred by some community groups.
The Eastern Neighborhoods United
Front (ENUF), an anti-parking meter
advocacy organization, is working with
the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
“to develop better, more comprehensive
solutions than the spot zoning SFMTA
is trying to use,” said Mari Eliza, an
ENUF member.
According to Potrero Boosters
president J.R. Eppler, the neighborhood
is likely to get a suboptimal plan unless SFMTA looks at the whole system
simultaneously. Eppler argued that
SFMTA needs to try some new ideas,
such as commercial permits, that allow for parking by employees. “It may
be time to develop some new tools to
address the issues we have,” he said.
Pennsylvania Avenue resident
Jim Wilkins agreed. Wilkins said the
agency has yet to address the parking
needs of the neighborhood’s production,
distribution and repair businesses. “Do
they intend to blanket 16th and 17th
streets with meters?” Wilkins asked.
“Or will they work with the businesses
and community to come up with a more

creative solution?”
At last month's meeting, Tony
Kelly, past Potrero Boosters president,
suggested that SFMTA install meters
in Dogpatch and Potrero Hill, but give
residents a parking card so they don't
have to feed the meters. Commuters
would have to pay, and the City would
still receive most of the revenue it would
collect if residents weren’t provided
with a parking card, given commuter
demand to park in the area. Mission
District residents have expressed support for Kelly's idea.
SFMTA data would seem to support the concept, indicating that just
nine percent of the vehicles parked on
streets in Potrero Hill and Showplace
Square are owned by neighborhood
residents. Thirty-three percent are
registered to residents of other San
PARKING page 11

Community Police
Academy Open to
the Public
BY LIZ MELCHOR

On a Tuesday evening in early
October, Captain Dav id Lazar,
dressed in full uniform, stood at
the front of a San Francisco Police
Academy classroom. But he wasn’t
there to greet new recruits. He
was launching the next session of
the Community Police Academy,
a three-month long weekly class
open to the public. Each week a
different SFPD staffer teaches a
distinct module, including crime
scene investigation, SWAT, and
arrest control techniques.
When Captain Lazar asked the
forty or so individuals to introduce
themselves, the group, which ranged
from 18 to 60 years old, had almost
as wide a range of reasons for attending the class as their age span.
A handful are college students, who
one day want to join the department.
Many are involved in their community and police departments, as
volunteers from the Auxiliary Law
POLICE ACADEMY page 4

C O U R T E ST Y O F K L E I N’ S D E L I

Avery McGinn: Making
Relationship Sandwiches
I think it does. In life I think it does.”
This philosophy seems to spill over
Before owner Avery McGinn moved into who she chooses for employees,
Klein's Deli to the San Francisco Interna- as well as her philosophy of customer
tional Airport, the restaurant had served service. “Our interactions; they're just so
Potrero Hill residents from a perch on much of what life is,” she said. McGinn
20th Street, across from The Good Life believes that if she’s genuinely engaged
Grocery, for a quarter-century. McGinn and interested “in people feeling good
and feeling a conmade sandwiches
nection and feeling
a longside Debra
Everything hinges on
well-served,” then
Klein from the day
r
e
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t
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n
s
h
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s
.
I
n
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s
i
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e
s
s
that comes back to
Klein opened the
her. “It's very much
deli in 1979. She purI think it does. In life
of an interchange,”
chased the business
I think it does.
she said.
from her in 1990.
— Avery McGinn, Owner of Klein’s Deli
She teaches
The Hill location reher employees that
mained open until
2006, though McGinn started selling it’s more pleasant to engage positively
sandwiches at the airport as a subtenant with customers than prove someone's
in 1992. She launched her first airport right. Rather than saying, “You didn't
store in 2004, a second in 2012, and a order that” or “You didn't say that,”
third SFO location – at United Terminal McGinn recommends her employees say,
Three, in newly opening Boarding Area “Oh, I'm sorry I missed that” or “Let me
get that for you.” With three stores, that
E – is set to open next month.
“It's been good,” McGinn said. approach seems to be working.
“She the epitome of customer ser“We've developed a good following, even
at the airport.” When she first landed vice,” said Mauri Schwartz, a View
at SFO – in Terminal Three – it never columnist and friend. “She's real.”
“This is your life here,” McGinn tells
occurred to her that the business would
spawn multiple locations. But demand her employees. “You spend eight hours
for the deli has been steady from airport a day here. The best possible outcome
is if you feel good and the people you’re
employees and frequent travelers.
“It's busy,” she said. “I'm in a good interacting with feel good. And it comes
location. Both locations are good. And back to you in terms of uplifting your
the third one should also be a very good own energy.” She said there have been
location.” McGinn said relationships times when she wasn't in a great mood,
are the main reason for her business but she’d come into work, start interactsuccess; it was a positive relationship ing with people, and be energized. “And
with a former Klein's employee that led I would just feel better,” she said.
“Here's a moment,” McGinn said, of
to the opportunity to move the shop to
the airport. “I think everything hinges on
relationships,” McGinn said. “In business

BY KEITH BURBANK
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Perspective
BY STEVEN J. MOSS

Last fall I visited The Cloisters, in
Manhattan, to experience Janet Cardiff’s transformative sound installation,
The Forty Part Motet. The Fuentidueña
Chapel – featuring a twelfth century
apse and a wooden carving of a placid
Jesus on the Cross ascending skyward
– was outfitted with forty high-fidelity
speakers on stands in a large oval. By
lingering in front of each speaker,
individual unaccompanied voices—
bass, baritone, alto, tenor, and child
soprano—could be heard in isolation,
one part per speaker. The polyphonic
choral effect of the combined singers
of the fourteen-minute work could be
absorbed by staying in the center of the
chapel. The ability to isolate each voice,
immerse into the whole, and isolate
again, created an effect similar to the
space’s stained glass windows: each
piece heartbreakingly brilliant, but
combined together weaving a complex,
anciently human, sound story.
A couple of months later I ambled
through A Bigger Exhibition, a collection of David Hockney’s latest work on
display at the De Young Museum. Like
the The Forty Part Motet, Hockney’s
art plays with the power of pieces and
wholes, the constant motion occurring
in and around us, and the mixing of
old technologies with new. Hockney’s
images of Woldgate Woods, captured in
paintings and on videos, can be examined in isolation - a single panel – or as
part of a larger whole. Both the videos
- which travel through the forest during different seasons - and the painted
representation of the same scenes move.
Not a surprise for a recording, but each
time I looked at the canvas the leaves
on a brilliantly colored tree seemed to
sway, even as my double-take skipped
to a triple-take, and beyond. I have the
same sensation while experiencing The
Forty Part Motet; the Jesus on the Cross
seemed to be moving toward heaven.
These thoughtful and thoughtprovoking dioramas of sound and sight
mimic what we can experience outside
museums, if we pay attention. The first
time I looked at the view up a steep forest
path on San Bruno Mountain it appeared
as a chaotic mass of green. But as I

lingered in front of it the greens became
individual trees, branches dripping fogladen moisture. Or, readjusting my eyes
and ears, the glen become hurried with
sound and movement: leaves danced
in the wind, insects softly whirred, a
squirrel bounded along a branch, froze
for several long minutes, and bounded
again.
Nothing is ever still. Certainly not
our bodies, which, even as we contemplate our surroundings, rise and fall
with our breath. Our mind flickers with
thoughts and impulses. Our skin and everything inside it grows and ages, aided
by millions of microscopic creatures,
each one of which could be featured as
a single player in a larger system.
Cardiff, Hockney, and Thomas
Tallis – the composer of the The Forty
Part Motet – have mastered – or at least
keenly observed - the relationships
between parts and wholes, and the
movement in between. So too has our
greatest teacher, nature, with each element playing a role that helps destroy or
create a larger landscape.
The real challenge may be to frame
the chaotic world of humans in a way
that lets us fully see our parts, wholes,
and movements. Are millions of people,
involved with the small screens they hold
in their hand, pieces of something bigger? Do human activities – the constant
digging, building, eating, and excreting – create a meaningless cacophony,
or blend together to produce something
beautiful? What role do each of us play
in this noise- or music-making?
Sitting in the Fuentidueña Chapel,
Jesus rising above and music swelling
around, or taking in Hockney’s images
of restless landscapes, it’s easy to believe
in God. The perfect beauty is right there,
offered up, glimmering almost to the
edge of delicious non-comprehension.
The same spirit can be detected, without
much trouble, on San Bruno Mountain
and other (quasi-) wilderness spaces. The
trick is finding it among the masses of
people, earbuds in their heads, playing
with their iproducts on a crowded public
transport heading downtown. If we can
master that perspective, we’ll have accomplished something sublime.
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Editor,
“Raccoons Not the Bandits They're
Made Out to Be,” in last month’s View is
factually incorrect, reckless and editorially dangerous. You're misinforming your
readers on many points. This article may
give parents a false sense of security
about diseases carried by raccoons, which
have been found to carry a potentially
lethal parasitic that can be transmitted
to humans. The parasite invades the brain
or eyes of its victims. Very often this
disease is misdiagnosed or undiagnosed.
The parasite is a roundworm called
Baylisascaris proycyonis, which is commonly found in raccoons and is spread as
eggs in their feces. This disease can cause
blindness or death in humans.
Furthermore, raccoons carry Salmonella, which can be contracted by
incidental ingestion from the hands to
the mouth by children playing in grassy
areas where raccoons have urinated or
defecated. Salmonella bacteria carried
by raccoons can stay dormant in a dry
environment for a long time, and become
active under favorable circumstances.
Raccoons can also carry viral diseases,
such as Feline Distemper and Canine
Distemper, as well as Rabies, which can
infect your pets. Some people may even
have been infected by Salmonella and
never suspected that is was picked up
in the grass in the park or in their own
back yard.
By leaving food out for pets - either
outside or inside with a pet door - people
not only risk their own health by attracting raccoons, but the raccoons will cruise
the neighborhood visiting many other
homes and yards, never mind the yuck
factor of having a raccoon inside your
house. Another attractant for raccoons is
the used barbeque grill. All that delicious
baked-on residue is very tasty to them,
and you may not even be aware that you
are grilling your steaks on a grill that has
been gnawed and licked by a raccoon. We
believe that your writer is also mistaken
that raccoons live in trees. They live
under houses, in sheds, garages and small
snug spaces like inside building walls out
of the rain and wind.

As raccoon populations multiply,
there's increased competition for resources, and raccoons may attack pets
with greater frequency. Even if the
raccoon doesn't kill the pet dog or cat,
the resultant puncture wounds can
be very serious and lead to infection,
organ damage and other serious medical
complications.
Over the course of the 32 years we
have lived on Potrero Hill, we've tried
many ways to deter raccoons from destroying our garden, including tack strips
on the fences, ammonia, bleach and hot
chili pepper powder, ultra-sonic devices,
motion-sensor lights and motion-sensor
water sprays. Nothing has worked except
trapping and removal. Something that
wasn't mentioned in your article is that
a raccoon released after having been
trapped is afterward trap-wise and
almost impossible to catch, thus creating
an even bigger problem for someone else.
The damage to our garden caused by
raccoons digging for insects and grubs
is extensive. There have been mornings
when our fountain was dismantled
and our garden looked like it had been
roto-tilled. Perhaps your writer would
suggest not having a garden at all, if the
raccoons bother us so much. Perhaps we
should pave it over and give up on having
the beauty of plants and flowers in our
property.
We are unwilling to let our enjoyment of our environment be dictated
by the whims of these nasty varmints.
Please remember that if you don't have a
susceptible garden, you may not be aware
of the raccoon problems. They are there
none the less.
Don and Joan Nolte
Missouri Street
Editor,
In reference to last month's “At 101
Tears Old, Jackson Playground Needs a
Makeover,” I knew of Jackson Park as a
kid when my father Ernie Cabral told me
he used to run track there in the 1920’s.
He lived on Kansas Street and grew up
LETTERS page 6

Contributors at the View
A M Y C U R K E N DA L L is a painter and illustrator,

originally from Portland, Oregon. She’s called San
Francisco home for several years now, has developed
an appreciation for the fog, and enjoys the Bay Area’s
thriving art community.

CATH E RIN E H E R R E R A began as a photojournalist,
later, working professionally as a news and documentary
producer/director. Her book of photography about San
Francisco and the Bay Area will be released in 2014.

NOVEMBER CONTRIBUTORS
Rick Alber, Lynne Barnes, Keith Burbank, Morgane Byloos, Amy Curkendall, Deepti Diwakar,
Catherine Herrera, Sasha Lekach, Peggy Li, Francisco Mattos, Paul McDonald, Liz Melchor,
Diana Mulvihill, Don Nolte, Lisa Ryers, Mauri Schwartz, Simon Stahl, Joanne Watson, Vasna Wilson
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D O N N O LT E , fourth generation San Francisco,

clown-for-hire and retired photographer. He’s lived
in Potrero Hill for 30 years, watching it grown from
where “no one wanted to live” to where “everyone
wants to live.”.
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SHORT CUTS
Politicians Running
District 10 Supervisor Malia Cohen is
gearing up for her reelection campaign,
launching a series of fundraising
events less than a year before the
contest. This month Bayview resident
Dan Dodt will be hosting an event at
his commercial space on Third Street
with another fundraiser co-sponsored
by Mayor Ed Lee in celebration of
Cohen’s birthday...Meanwhile, former
Boosters president and supervisor
candidate Tony Kelly has been making the rounds of community notables
to determine how much support he'd
have for a rematch against Cohen. In
2010, Kelly secured the second most
first place votes, beating Cohen's third
place initial finish, but was defeated
after multiple rounds of ranked choice
voting.

Parties Cooking
Dogpatch-based Parties that Cook
was featured in an October New York
Times article, as part of that paper's
small business column. Since its launch
14 years ago the party company has
grown to handle upwards of 300 events
a year, with the support of 11 full-time
workers and 65 contract chefs, servers,
and dishwashers…View cartoonist
Simon Stahl will be presented with
an award of merit for book design for
How to Be Human at the Publishing
Professional Network’s 43rd Annual
Book Show in January. The nonfiction,
illustrated book follows an autistic
girl’s journey to find out how she fits
into the world. Beautifully written,
illustrated, and designed, it’d make an
excellent Christmas gift.

Magazines Restricted
Last fall the San Francisco Board of

Help in the Hood
Police, Fire, or MedicalRelated Emergencies: 911
Non-Emergencies: 553.0123
Bayview Station
Main Line:

671.2300

Watch Coammander
(Lieutenant’s Desk):

671.2325

Captain O’sullivan,
Direct: 671.2303
Cell: 590.1698
Beat Cop, Marquita Booth:

Marquita.Booth@Sfgov.Org
Beat Cop, Mike Chantal:

Michael.Chantal@Sfgov.Org

Supervisors unanimously voted to
ban the possession of large-capacity
magazines as part of legislation developed by Supervisor Cohen. It's now
illegal in the City to sell or possess
firearms with magazines capable of
holding more than 10 rounds. Owners of large-capacity magazine have
until February to turn them into the
police; of course the National Rifle
Association has sued to block implementation of the measure...Speaking
of restricted, or magazines, the View
has gotten mixed reviews on its new
door-to-door distribution method.
A couple of readers have expressed
outrage that the paper is “littering”
the neighborhood, possibly inviting
criminals to doorsteps on which it sits
for more than a day. And a few former
outlets are disappointed that they're
no longer receiving monthly bundles.
Others have expressed appreciation
for the hand-delivery. In our defense,
we're just trying to ensure widespread
access to this 43 year old resource,
particularly as new residents who may
not be used to seeing it move in. We're
all ears if you have a better idea...

Transit Lacking
This month the San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission will install approximately 150 feet of new water main
pipe on Carolina Street between 23rd
Street and Coral Road, to replace an
aging portion of the existing pipe....The
Mountain View Transportation Association, a public-private transit agency
funded, in part, by Google, Intuit, and
TMG Partners was recently launched.
The Association provides shuttles and
other transit programs for Mountain
View workers and residents as a way to
reduce congestion in the traffic-heavy
area. The initiative emerged from a
“mode share” condition imposed by

Mountain View on new office developments, and is modeled after the Emery
Go-Round, also partially funded by
TMG. A public-private transportation service, dedicated to an area
made increasingly congested by new
commercial development, mandated
by local government? Hello, District
10 Supervisor Malia Cohen; anything
sound familiar in Dogpatch, Mission
Bay, and Potrero Hill? The Potrero
Boosters Neighborhood Association
has been advocating for something
similar for a while.

Defibrillators in Cop Cars
This month Walgreens is inviting
shoppers to donate $1 at checkout to
support San Francisco Safety Awareness for Everyone’s (SAFE) AdoptA-Police-Car automated external
defibrillator (AED) program. The goal
is to equip all 320 San Francisco Police
Department (SFPD) marked cars with
a life-saving defibrillator, at a cost of
$1,975 per vehicle. Sudden Cardiac
Arrest (SCA) is one of the leading
causes of death in the U.S., claiming
an estimated 325,000 lives annually.
That's more deaths than from breast
and prostate cancer, AIDs, traffic
accidents, firearms and house fires
combined. SCA can happen to anyone,
anywhere, at any age, any time. The
only definitive treatment for SCA is
a life-saving shock from an AED. For
every minute that passes without CPR
and defibrillation, the chance of survival decreases by seven to 10 percent.
After 10 minutes, few people survive.
San Francisco police officers patrol the
streets 24/7; they're often first on the
scene of medical emergencies. Since
police officers in Rochester, Minnesota
began carrying AEDs in their cars,
they've saved 127 lives and achieved
a 52 percent survival rate, versus just

12 percent for San Francisco and 5
percent nationwide. To date, SAFE
has raised enough funds to "adopt" 18
SFPD vehicles cars. For more information or to make a donation, visit: http://
sfsafe.org/adopt-a-car/index.htm

Mistakes, We’ve Made a Few
Contrar y to “Hy poder m ic Needs
Plague Potrero,” in the October issue,
which stated that the closest needle
exchange site to Jackson Playground
is on 16th and Mission streets, the San
Francisco AIDS Foundation operates
a needle exchange facility much closer
at 225 Potrero Avenue…The November
issue was littered with errors. “NextKids” is the correct spelling of that
fast-growing child care business, as
opposed to what's printed in “Workspace 2.0-Next Space Arrives on the
Hill.” Likewise, NextSpace recently
raised a half-million dollars, not a
half-billion, with $2.5 million raised
in total since 2008. It’s those extra
zeros that are always troublesome.
NextSpace’s Potrero Hill facility is
6,700 square feet, the business has
locations in Los Angeles and Chicago, as well as elsewhere, and has
grown to 1,500 members. Oh, and the
compostable diaper service is called
"EarthBaby." Whew, in the future a 0.0
type business like the View might want
to be careful about how it covers those
2.0s…The cover photograph accompanying “Community Collaboration Key
to Good Architecture” was by Peter
Stackpole, and Timothy Pflueger was
commissioned to design Alamo and
Roosevelt Middle Schools in the 1920s,
not the 1930s. “24th Street Emerges
as a Bookstore Corridor” mentions
Phoenix Books, but that store no longer exists, replaced by Folio Books, a
general bookstore with an emphasis on
children's and fiction titles.
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Enforcement Response Team, a group
trained to help in case of disasters,
or as employees from SF SAFE, a
nonprofit that helps communities organize neighborhood watches, among
other things.
And then there are simply the
curious.
“Well “Southland” is my favorite
TV show and I wanted to see how
much is real versus fiction,” said
Scott, half-joking.
Myles Knapp drove all the way
from Benicia to attend the class because he wanted to do some research.
K napp had w r itten a novel, and
needed to rework some of the scenes
involving the SFPD because a few
minor details—like the SFPD not having detectives but inspectors— are off,
he said. Sure enough, during class a
number of specifics were covered, like
the fact that the rank of Commander
is just above Captain, what’s the radio
code for bonfires and bomb threats,
and how facial recognition software
is helping to solve crimes.
The Community Police Academy
is more than just focused on teaching
interested citizens about what really
happens in the Police Department.
It’s also geared towards engaging the
community, which, according to Captain Lazar is a large part of policing.
In the short police history he
gave the class on the first day, the
captain talked about the policing of
the 1950s, which was dominated by
beat cops who walked the same streets
daily. Things changed in the 1980s,
when cops got off the beat and into
squad cars. An emphasis was made
on response time. “We were good at
the short-term Band-Aid. The community was good at this too; call 911
or whatever. But we didn’t take the
time to dig deep,” said Captain Lazar.
Today there’s a new emphasis on
what Lazar called community policing, an effort to have officers and
the community work together to stop
crime before it happens. “The police
are the public, the public are the
police, and we need to work together,”
Captain Lazar told the class.
While the old guard might have
resisted attend i ng a com mu n it y
meeting because they didn’t want
civilians telling them how to do their
job, the new model is to show up and
listen. Residents know what’s going
on at that one house that received
twenty calls over the last two months,
and they might alert the police to
problems brewing. “Some people say
community policing is soft on crime
because it is touchy feely,” said Captain Lazar. “I tell these young recruits
it is the exact opposite. A guy might
show up at the station barbeque and
tell me about his neighbor keeping a
gun under his seat.”
Drew Muñoz, a 19-year-old City
College student who lives in the
Bayview, said his internship at the
Police Academy, and his attendance
at the Community Police Academy,
have helped shape his perception of
police officers. When he was in high
school he saw himself going into
business. But now he’s majoring in
administration of justice and contemplating a career in policing. When he
was younger, he explained, a member

Drew Muñoz

of his family was always in jail. He
remembered one time when police
came and threw some sort of gas to
break up a family party. “They didn’t
even think if there were children
there,” said Muñoz. “I was angry, but
I still always thought of the police as
something good and something that
every city needs.”
Now that he’s worked with police
officers for the last six months, he’s
realized that not only are they the
people you want to respond when you
call 911, but that they are human just
like him. “I have befriended a lot of
officers, I know they have my back
and I have theirs. I ask them about
their day and they ask about mine,”
said Muñoz.
Attending the Community Police
Academy isn’t required by his internship, but Muñoz realized that there
was still much for him to learn. “I
wanted to learn more. I don’t know
how it is to really be a police officer.
I think a lot of people know what the
job is about; riding around in a car,
taking two hour lunch breaks, getting
fat and living off a healthy retirement
system,” said Muñoz. “Well it isn’t
that, they are seeing people at their
worst. They work hard and get tired.
They go through so much stuff.”
Muñoz’s favorite class so far was
on Latino gangs in San Francisco,
taught by Sergeant Mario Molina. He
said even the students who had lived
thirty plus years in the City were
shocked by things the gang expert
told them. For Muñoz, it’s the personal
stories that the different instructors
insert into their lectures that make
things interesting. “I have more and
more respect for these people. They
share their personal experiences,
like I didn’t know that as a kid their
brother and sisters were involved in
gangs, and I can say to myself wow,
that sou nds l ike my stor y,” said
Muñoz.
Muñoz joked that some of the
classes are about showing off police
toys, like an up close look at patrol
cars. But by the end of the first
c l a s s, t he s t ude nt s h ad le a r ne d
t he d i f fe re nce bet we e n reactive
policing—responding to emergency
c a l l s—a nd com mu n it y pol ic i n g.
“T he re i s a d i scon ne ct bet we e n
citizens and the police,” said Muñoz.
“I w ish ever yone cou ld take the
Community Police Academy classes,
or they could teach them in high
schools, because right now there just
is not the comfortability. You think
that police officers aren’t human just
like I thought when I was younger.
But they are human.”

SUZY REILY
knowLEdgabLE
appRoachabLE
dog LovER
paREnt
LocaL
Realtor, top producer
ZEphYR REaL EStatE
potrero hill office
1542 20th Street
415.308.8040
suzy@suzyreily.com
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Potrero Hill Community Garden Founder Recovering from Surgery
BY KEITH BURBANK

Gardeners and friends are rallying around Maria Duran, one of the
Potrero Hill Community Garden’s
founding members. Duran is recovering at Peninsula Del Rey – a Daly City
senior living community that offers
medical assistance – after suffering a
sudden stroke, followed by surgery to
remove a brain tumor. At 82 years old,
Duran is eager to be turning soil and
tending vegetables again.
“It's wonderful therapy,” Duran
said of gardening. “I miss it to no end.
I can't wait to get back.” Every time
she sees something sprout, “it's like
a miracle,” she said. And she enjoys
helping younger gardeners. “When
you give people advice, you feel important,” she said.
Recovered from garbage-covered
Recreation and Parks Department
land in the 1970s, the Potrero Hill
Community Garden, located at San
Bruno Avenue and 20th Street, has
grown to numerous plots tended by
about 60 gardeners. The gardeners
use only organic methods, and are
rewarded with fresh vegetables and
grand City views. According to local
lore, the Goat Lady of Potrero Hill,
Mrs. Estelle West, once grazed her
herd on the same patch.
“Knowing she needs to get back to
her garden is something that continues
to inspire her to work hard, rehab and
get better,” said Joyce Book, a neighbor

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF MARIA DURAN

and friend of Duran. “She is very
much like [the late] Babette [Drefke];
strong-willed and a survivor of a brain
[tumor] and many other ailments.”
Duran survived another brain tumor
about ten years ago.
“I've always thought Maria was a
very strong person,” echoed Hill resident Marianne Horine, who has known
Duran for about 20 years. Horine
recalled that Duran escaped from her

native country, East Germany, during
the Cold War. Horine understands how
hard life must have been in East Germany because she traveled to the Communist country, going through security
checkpoints the Soviets patrolled with
machine guns. Duran escaped over an
electrified barbed wire fence in 1950,
after waiting more than a month for a
time when it was switched off.
“She really gets her strength and

joy from gardening,” Horine said.
“This is one thing that really helps
her.”
“I feel like I am in heaven…” when
gardening, Duran confirmed.
Besides gardening, Duran has
spent a lifetime working. “I never was
out of work,” she recalled. At one time
she earned twenty-five cents an hour
laboring at an A&W Drive-in restaurant in Kansas. For 30 years she waited
tables, and for 38 years she worked in
a psychiatric hospital. At one point she
had three jobs.
And add sweat equity to the mortgage she paid on the first Potrero Hill
home she purchased in 1966 on San
Bruno Avenue. She bought the home
“as is.” “I love challenges,” she said.
The house had been condemned by
the City and County of San Francisco,
Duran recalled, as was the home next
door that she bought in 1980. “They
were in horrifying shape,” she said.
It took her 14 years to refurbish the
first home, which she paid off in 20
years. The second took eight years to
put right. Duran keeps the yards in top
condition, according to Horine.
Duran has the biggest plot at the
community garden. Everything she
touches grows, Horine said, adding
that “She has become a great contributor to the garden.”
Duran credited her upbringing for
spurring her to start the Potrero Hill
Community Garden. In Germany “we
use every little lot,” she said.
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Rutter Center to be Renovated
Just Seven Years After it was Built
BY KEITH BURBANK

Starting next spring, the University
of California, San Francisco will be making improvements to its William J. Rutter
Center. The building, located at 1675
Owens Street in Mission Bay, opened
just seven years ago. According to Craig
Peterson, UCSF's associate director of
capital programs, the renovation wasn't
prompted by any particular problem.
“We're not faced with building-wide
mold issues,” Peterson said. Instead, the
work will address various flaws caused
by different designers, and from the
construction itself. “None of the issues
were related to Legoretta + Legoretta,
the executive design architect, and, in
fact, they are now involved in assuring
that the building's design integrity is
maintained in the remedy,” Peterson
added. The university also wants to take
advantage of new materials “and refresh
things,” he said.
The most significant work will be
directed at the nearly 7,000 member
Bakar Fitness Center. “We'll be replacing
the pool lighting and conduit with new
energy-efficient LED lighting,” said Peterson. “We'll improve the waterproofing
membrane and resurface the deck around
the pool.” In addition, the university will
modify the building's mechanical systems to reduce heating and cooling costs.
And it will repair the stairs in the Rutter
Center parking garage. It's a “behind the
walls” reconstruction, Peterson said.
Mission Bay resident Shaun O'Brien,
who was on his way to use the center's
climbing wall, was disappointed to learn
about the repairs from a View reporter,
but wasn't surprised. O'Brien said he's
familiar with other buildings, though
not necessarily in Mission Bay, that have
needed repairs as soon as they were
opened.
“If they're going to make improvements” the quicker the better, said Collin
Spencer, an Oakland resident who is a

Center member, and who received an email
from UCSF about the impending work.
The renovation will occur over two
phases. From March 1 to May 30, 2014
work will be done on the outdoor pool
and deck, pool staircase, exterior wall,
parking garage staircase, and a climbing
wall deck. At the same time the university
will enclose the parking garage's eighth
floor lobby. During the repairs the
outdoor pool and deck, pool staircase,
racquetball court, game room, Bernadett
Lounge and climbing wall and grass area
will be closed.
From June 15 to August 24, 2014 the
second phase of the work will be done.
The shower drainage system in the fitness
center will be overhauled, with new tiles
in the showers. The ventilation system
in the locker rooms and indoor pool will
be reconstructed, and the indoor pool's
ceiling will be repaired. From June 15
to July 20 the women's showers and
restrooms will be closed, with the men's
showers closed from July 21 to August
24. Showers, restrooms and vanities
will be setup on the fourth floor during
this time. During this second phase, the
indoor pool, family locker room, Pilates
studio, massage rooms and game room
will also be closed.
The Rutter Center was designed in
2002 by the Mexican architectural firm
Legorreta + Legoretta, which is peer
reviewing the new work. “Without their
help, the signature building wouldn't be
what it is,” Peterson said.
The Bakar Fitness and Recreation
Center opened in 2005 at a cost of $69.6
million. Toward that sum, gifts to the
university accounted for $60 million,
while $9.6 million came from campus
funds. The Rutter Center also hosts a
conference center as well as catering
services and cafe.
For more information about the
planned improvements, visit http://bit.
ly/BakarImprovements.

McGINN from Front Page

the sandwich-making process. “You've
got 30 seconds with somebody. You've
got a minute with somebody. And, wow,
that's another human being, who is
totally different from any other human
being you're going to encounter. That's
pretty exciting. I find it very exciting.”
The atmosphere at Klein's Potrero
Hill location was “harmonious,” said
Na Lei Hulu I Ka Wekiu - Kumu Hula
director Patrick Makuakane, a friend of
McGinn who said workers were happy
and likeable there.
According to McGinn, at least one
Hill customer used to come in because the
operation was “like watching Olympic
performers. It seemed almost choreographed,” the customer told her.

LETTERS from page 2

on the Hill. In 1976-1977 Jackson Park
became the home field for a new team
to enter the San Francisco Amateur
Athletic Association Baseball League.
The Cobras won their first six preseason
games, and then went zero-nine-one
during the ‘77 season.
Turns out about 85 percent of the
team were teen-aged members of the
Peoples Temple, and the pitcher Tim Jones
was the son of Reverend Jim Jones. During the summer of ‘77 almost all the 100
students at Opportunity II High School
who were members of Peoples Temple
dropped out of school and departed for
Guyana, South America to a place called
Jonestown. Almost all of them perished
there on November 18,1978.
I was a teacher at the school and the
founder and coach of the baseball team.
In 1990 I became assistant principal at
nearby Potrero Hill Middle School, and
used to supervise baseball games at
Jackson. It was a difficult assignment
for me but I did it. In 1992 I became
principal at Potrero Hill Middle School,
and remained in that position til 1998. I
have many vivid baseball memories of
Jackson Park, and have an occasional
dream about it.
I am co-writing a book with Judy Bebelaar called And They Were Gone about
Opportunity High and the baseball team
who ended up in Jonestown. We expect
the book to be out by mid-2014.
Ron Cabral, Former Principal,
Potrero Hill Middle School
(1992-1998)

McGinn looks for “a warm presence”
in prospective employees. She wants
to hire individuals who are engaging,
quick, reliable, and enjoy other people.
Those who are self-motivated and like
working in a team environment also top
her list, as do people who like to stay
busy. “People who stand around drive
me crazy,” she said.
McGinn was born in Norfolk, Virginia, but was raised in New York City.
She earned a degree in literature from
Antioch College, and a master's in the
art of teaching from Reed College. After
graduating Reed she taught high school
English for ten years in Portland, Oregon.
When she came to San Francisco for the
summer she decided to stay if she could
find work. That was settled when she
met Klein. “We hit it off. So we started
it together.”

Editor,
Related CA, the developer of 1601
Mariposa, has circulated a “Myth vs. Fact”
flyer that’s more myth than fact. This is
particularly evident in their response to
criticism that the proposed project is too
dense. They dismiss neighbors’ concerns,
and justify a density of 96 units per acre
by comparing the proposed development
to the two densest projects on Potrero Hill,
rather than the considerably lower density
that’s characteristic of the surrounding
neighborhood. The average density for the
Hill is 27 units per acre, one-third of the
density proposed for this project.
Related is equally disingenuous when
they claim that they’ll provide twice the
amount of open space required by the Planning Department, and actually contradict
themselves with an assertion that they’ll
create 35,000 square feet of publicly accessible open space. In fact, current plans
– and their own website – show that only
21,000 square feet – 14 percent of the total
footprint – will be open space, consisting
primarily of an alleyway running from
18th Street to Mariposa Street, which the
Planning Department normally wouldn’t
consider as part of the requirement for open
space in residential projects.
Grow Potrero Responsibly has factchecked all the claims made in “Myth vs.
Fact” and included sources on their website at growpotreroresponsibly.com There
is no doubt that, as proposed, this massive
development will have a significantly
negative impact on our neighborhood. I
urge the View to continue their coverage,
while carefully fact-checking all the
allegations made by both sides.
Sarah Glicken
18th Street
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Parking Losses Prompted by Potrero Avenue
Project Continue to Rile Residents
BY KEITH BURBANK

Despite new designs that maintain
more parking spaces than previous proposals, residents of Potrero Avenue and
nearby streets are still angry about the
loss of parking that would result from
the Potrero Avenue Streetscape project.
And though the City has made changes
in response to citizen requests, some
residents insist that local government
isn't listening to them.
“They [the City] come back with
what they think we need,” said Mari
Sorenson, a Hampshire Street resident.
“It's not about neighbors.” According to
Sorenson, the project has been resisted
by the community, but City Hall isn't
listening. She's also upset that a question and answer session hasn’t been
included in the past two meetings; a
complaint echoed by others. Instead,
residents were given the opportunity
to talk with City staff at an open house
held last month, record their ideas on
comments cards and vote for one of
three options.
The project is being developed as
a means to improve Potrero Avenue
transit, streets and sidewalks, create
pedestrian refuges, beautify the street's
median, and install safer bicycle lanes.
Tradeoffs have to be made among these
elements because the road is only so
wide. Final plans call for a dedicated
transit lane on the avenue’s southbound
side, from 18th to 24th streets. Each
intersection will receive pedestrian
bulbs; sidewalk extensions that will
shorten crosswalk lengths. Potrero
Avenue will be repaved from Division
to Cesar Chavez. Sixty-five feet of
sidewalk on the east side of Potrero
Avenue, south of 21st street, will be
widened, and a bus bulb will be created
on the southwest corner of 24th Street
and Potrero Avenue. In addition, a
continuous six to 10 foot median will
be planted from 17th to 22nd streets
and 24th to 25th streets.
Five foot wide bike lanes will be
installed from 17th to 22nd streets
and 24th to 25th streets. Along both
stretches of road parking spaces will be
nine feet wide, to provide extra space
between parked cars and bicycles. At
most mid-block locations between 17th
and 22nd streets each bike lane will
have a two foot buffer between it and
traffic. Between 24th and 25th streets,

a continuous mid-block buffer will be foot continuous planted median, while
Options Two and Three build six foot
painted.
Under the latest plans, 24 parking refuges and place landscaping at the
spaces will be eliminated between 17th intersections.
Option One includes five foot wide
to 22nd streets, with one spot created
between 24th to 25th streets. Ten to bike lanes, and no mid-block buffers.
20 spaces may also be developed along Under this option, Potrero Avenue’s
San Bruno Avenue and Utah Street by west side would have nine foot wide
parking spaces,
converting paralwhile the east
lel parking spaces
T
h
e
p
r
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e
c
t
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s
b
e
i
n
g
side would have
to perpendicular
a w ide r s ide s p ac e s b e t w e e n
developed as a means to
w a l k . O p t io n
24t h a nd 25t h
i m p r o v e Po t r e r o A v e n u e
Two is the same
streets.
transit, streets and
as Option One,
More than
sidewalks ... and install
except both sides
eighty people atsafer bicycle lanes.
of the street
tended last month’s
wou ld h ave a
gathering, held at
San Francisco General Hospital, at two foot bike buffer. Option Three
which an additional Streetscape option builds the five foot bike lanes, two foot
was added to the two proposals that bike buffers and includes nine foot
had been presented previously. Under wide parking spaces on both sides of
the options for 22nd to 24th streets, the street.
Despite outcries about parking,
Options One and Two would result in
the loss of 29 parking spaces. Option Option Three received the fewest votes,
Three calls for the loss of only three 14 votes, while Option One grabbed 36
spaces along that street. Option One votes and Option Two took 29 votes.
widens the sidewalk on the east side of Eight people cast votes for “none of the
the avenue to 14 feet, while Option Two options listed.”
Maria Martinez and Claudio Flores
widens it to 15 feet. Rather than widening the sidewalk, Option Three creates claim that the Department of Public
a bulb for a bus on the northeast corner Works (DPW) dismissed the concerns
of 24th Street and Potrero Avenue. In of their neighbor, Maryann Cheng, who
addition, Option One creates a six to 10 wants to be able to park in front of her
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home at night. Under all project options
that parking would be eliminated.
Cheng submitted suggestions to District Nine Supervisor David Campos's
office by email and post, but received
no response. Supervisor Campos's
office responded immediately to an
inquiry from the View, but was unsure
whether Cheng’s recommendations had
been received.
The City added a fourth community
meeting to discuss the project in response to citizen requests, according to
Nate Albee, a legislative aide to Supervisor Campos, who encouraged DPW
to schedule the additional gathering.
And Albee said that four community
meetings are more than average for the
City to host to discuss a project.
The City has made changes requested by Flores, with no parking
eliminated along the block that she
lives on. Flores has a nephew who has
cerebral palsy and a mother who is
frail and has asthma. Flores seemed
pleased she’ll have parking in front of
her home, but still wants the City to
avoid removing any parking from the
project area. To save all the parking on
Potrero Avenue, Flores and others have
started a petition, which has more than
330 signatures.
Besides parking, concerns were
expressed about street lighting. According to residents, half the street
lights along Potrero Avenue are encased in foliage, and the City wants
to plant more trees. In response, Chris
Pangilinan, associate engineer, San
Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency (SFMTA), said the City is
proposing “pedestrian scale” lighting on both sides of Potrero Avenue,
which would rise to only 10 to 12 feet.
Residents also wondered whether the
project's proposed medians would prevent emergency vehicles from traveling
along Potrero Avenue during rush hour.
According to Pangilinan, emergency
vehicles going south would have a
15-foot wide transit-only lane to use.
SFMTA met with the San Francisco
Fire Department last month to be sure
the department was satisfied with the
access it will have once the project is
built.
Vi sit ht tp://sfdp w.org/ind e x.
aspx?page=1673 for more information
about the project.
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OPEN STUDIOS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY VASNA WILSON
MORE THAN 100 PEOPLE came to Goodman 2 Open
Studio last month. People were drawn to the event in part
because they were curious about what became of the
Goodman 2 art building, which was built in 1995, and
how artists paint and do their art in a live/work space.
It was the first citywide Artspan open studios held at the
building in 10 years, which featured 6 artists exhibiting in
variety of styles.
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A CHRISTMAS WISH LIST FOR DOGPATCH AND POTRERO HILL
B Y C AT H E R I N E H E R R E R A

4. BAKED features tasty treats, with
custom orders accepted. Baked’s
famous granola is shipped around the
world, but is available right on the Hill.
www.bakedsf.com

1. TEA COLLECTION Fusing design
elements from around the world, Tea
Collection offers clothing for children
and women. In 2012, the company
won the ‘Cribsie Award’ for best allaround children’s wear for stylish tots!
www.teacollection.com

7. RUBY SAILING Captain Josh has
been sailing couples and groups
around the San Francisco Bay on
the Ruby since 1982! Evening cruises
start from 6 to 8:30 p.m. $40 per
person includes sourdough bread
and cheese, with beer, wine and soft
drinks available for purchase. http://
rubysailing.com/

5. CHRISTOPHER’S BOOKS Located
in the community since 1991, Christopher’s offers a wide selection of kids
and adult books. www.christophersbooks.com/
8. GOOD EGG Become a member
and receive year-round local, fresh
produce. Emmy’s Jam Pack special
is a great holiday gift, and supports
Bay Area growers and entrepreneurs!
www.goodegg.com

2. RECESS Dogpatch and Potrero
Hill parents have a secret weapon
for bored kids during the holidays.
RECESS offers a membership-based
play center designed for hours of
engaging, fun, activities. A great gift
to parents from Santa! www.recessurbanrecreation.com

3. ARCH is a gift shopping paradise,
with toys for kids and adults. The
store participates in Local First of
San Francisco, promoting small businesses offering finely designed cards,
calendars and gift tags.

10. SF BAGS Order by 1 p.m., delivered by 6 p.m. SF Bags is located in
DIY Dogpatch, featuring the exclusive
Waterfield Designs, a line of customfitted, tailored cases and bags for
digital gear. www.sfbags.com/

11. PARTIES THAT COOK Take a new
approach to this year’s holiday party:
invite friends to design and learn
together to create a holiday-themed
menu for your family and guests!
www.partiesthatcook.com

12 . BIG DADDYS ANTIQUES has
more than 11,000 square feet filled
with an eclectic mix of antique and
unique vintage custom furniture
pieces, gift items and reproductions.
www.bdantiques.com

6. KATE’S CLOSET Hill resident Mary
Petrin started this unique gift and art
boutique with the neighborhood in
mind, featuring art, jewelry and gifts
from community artists and gift makers, with rotating monthly offerings.

9. CHOCOLATE LAB Chocolate lovers, be forewarned! Once you step
into the lab you may never leave this
oasis of chocolate, designed to allow
visitors to experience this ancient
sweet in modern ways. Weekday
happy hour and Weekend brunch
menus are on offer at this Dogpatch
gem conceived and designed by the
authors of Chocolate Obsession, Chef
Santé Salvoni and Holly Jamagin.
http://chocolatelabsf.co

13. LA FROMAGERIE This cheese
shop encourages people to discover
new cheeses, offering abundant
samples for tasting, and guidance
on selecting the right cheese for any
occasion, meal or wine. Dogpatch
WineWorks is located next door,
making Dogpatch a one-stop wine
and cheese shopping destination!
www.lafromageriesf.com

Host an Host an
Host INTERNATIONAL
an
STUDENT!
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT!
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT!
• Seeking
a new and exciting cultural experience?
• Seeking
a new
and
exciting
experience?
•cultural
Would
you cultural
like to host
a short or long-term
• Seeking
a new and
exciting
experience?
international
student
who
is studying English?
• Would
you
like
to
host
a
short
or
long-term
• Would you like to host a short or long-term
•
Does
your
home
have
wireless
internet access?
international student who is studying English?
international student
who
is
studying
English?
• Dointernet
you liveaccess?
near public transportation and within
• Does your home have wireless
your
home
have
wireless
internetSan
access?
45 minutes
of within
downtown
Francisco?
• Do •
youDoes
live near
public
transportation
and
• Do you
live nearSan
public
transportation
and
within please
45 minutes
of downtown
Francisco?
If you answered “Yes” to these questions,
45 minutes
ofthese
downtown
San
Francisco?
contact
Converse
International School of
If you answered
“Yes” to
questions,
please
Languages
to of
learn more.
contact Converse International
School
If you answered “Yes” to these questions, please
Languages to learn more.
contact Converse International School of
Languages to learn more.

605 Market Street, Suite 1400
605 Market Street, Suite 1400 San Francisco, CA 94105
www.cisl.edu
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 971-3227
www.cisl.edu
sfhomestay@cisl.edu
(415) 971-3227
sfhomestay@cisl.edu
605 Market Street, Suite 1400

San Francisco, CA 94105
www.cisl.edu

• Italian Immersion Preschool - Enrolling through 3rd Grade
• Reggio Emilia Inspired Constructivist Approach
• International Baccalaureate - Primary Years Programme
(IB-PYP) Candidate School

Preschool Open Houses
Saturday, October 5, 9 - 10 AM
Thursday, November 7, 6 - 7 PM
Saturday, December 7, 9 - 10 AM
Tuesday, January 14, 6 - 7 PM

K-8 Open Houses

2012
BayAreaParent

BEST OF THE BEST
AWARD
Best Language
Immersion Program

Saturday, October 5, 10:15 - 11:15 AM
Thursday, November 7, 7:15 - 8:15 PM
Saturday, December 7, 10:15 - 11:15 AM
Tuesday, January 14, 7:15 - 8:15 PM
La Scuola, 728 20th Street, San Francisco CA 94107, lascuolasf.org
To schedule an Open House please visit: www.pickatime.com/lascuola
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City College of San Francisco is
OPEN, ACCREDITED and READY for YOU
to enroll for SPRING 2014!

DREAM BIG! It all starts HERE

www.ccsf.edu

@officialCCSF

Classes begin January 10
Only $46/unit
Financial Aid* and payment
plans available
*For students who qualify

THE VIEW IS LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEER COPY EDITORS AND FREELANCE WRITERS
email: editor@potreroview.net
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PARKING from Front Page

time for it to review the requests with
residents and enterprises affected by
the potential changes. Businesses
had requested that parking meters be
placed in front of their stores to open up
spaces for customers. Those companies
are “primarily centered on Alameda,
15th and 16th streets, around Vermont,
Kansas and Rhode Island streets,” the
email said. The agency was planning
to program meters for “relaxed time
limits and low hourly rates,” and would
monitor them to be sure they were
improving access to the businesses.
Wilkins, who has been involved in
the parking management discussion
since it started roughly two years
ago, suggested that since SFMTA will
consider residential parking permits on

Francisco neighborhoods, and 31
percent are owned by individuals from
other Bay Area locations.
Data for Dogpatch shows similar
patterns. About 11 percent of vehicles
parked on that neighborhood’s streets
are registered to Dogpatch residents,
roughly 31 percent are owned by residents of other San Francisco neighborhoods, and 27 percent are registered to
non-City residents. Parking demand in
Dogpatch is highest on weekday mornings, with two-thirds of the blocks in
the neighborhood experiencing doubleparking issues. For Potrero Hill,
parking demand is highest on weekday
mornings and
after noons,
w ith ha l f of
H i l l block s
subjected to
double-parking.
Last fa l l
SFMTA circulated an email
about its plans
for Potrero
Hill, Dogpatch
and Showplace
Square. In it
the agency
said it temporarily halted
the installat io n of n e w
meters called
for by bu si- Peter Albert, manager, urban planning initiatives, San Francisco Municipal
nesses in the Transportation Agency, speaks to the crowd at Genetech Hall on the University of
area to provide California San Francisco campus November 21. PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEITH BURBANK

eligible streets, RPPs should be available to most of the Hill, except for the
commercial areas along 18th and 20th
streets. To establish a new RPP zone,
the proposed block or blocks must be
contiguous and contain at least one mile
of street frontage.
Like Kelly, Wilkins is upset about

11

commuters using the community for
parking. “The fact that parking is unregulated means that these companies
and others use our neighborhood to
park,” Wilkins said. He recommended
that SFMTA offer limited-time parking
throughout the Hill, with most areas
designated as RPP zones.

Bayview Rotary
Distributes Scholarships
B Y PA U L M C D O N A L D

The second annual Ben Robinson Scholarship Breakfast was held last
month at City College’s Oakdale Avenue campus. The event raises money for
promising Bayview youth, and honors local activists and business owners.
The scholarship is named after Bayview Rotary founder and local civic
leader, Ben Robinson.
The Rotary Club’s Bayview chapter was founded in 2000. Over the years
it’s engaged in a number of community-minded activities, including planting
trees, cleaning streets, organizing food giveaways for needy families, providing uniforms for school children, and refurbishing bicycles to be donated to
those who need them.
Roughly 200 people attended the breakfast, including local business
owners, civic leaders, Rotarians from other chapters, San Francisco Police
Department officers – including Chief Greg Suhr – and District 10 Board
of Supervisor Malia Cohen. In addition to raising funds for the scholarship,
the event honored La Shon Walker, president of the Bayview Merchants
Association, and Teresa Goines, founder of Old Skool Café, an eatery on
Third Street that trains at-risk youth in the restaurant business. Four $1,000
scholarships were awarded to outstanding local students: Nandi Silas, Kayla
Terri Jackson, Shimera Peoples and Antonio S. Godoy.
Corporate sponsors included Engeo, Bode Concrete, Recology, Union
Bank, the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Fleetcare International,
San Francisco Alliance of Black Educators, LeBlanc & Associates, and the
Bayview Merchants Association, among others.
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Small Adult Education Courses
Seek to Address Big Questions
BY MORGANE BYLOOS

Your life is busy. But is it full?
That’s the question Polis, an organization that wants to build community
around liberal arts and sciences, wants
its participants to keep in mind when
they take its courses. Polis was created
last summer by Mary Finn to encourage
people to build a mixed-age community,
and meet people they might not otherwise encounter. “Offline conversation
can bring meaning to your life,” Finn
said. “It’s a gym for the mind.”
Finn, who is 43, quit her job earlier
this year to dedicate her time to Polis.
She worked for the past 15 years as a
teacher and school administrator in
Washington, D.C. and San Francisco
schools. Finn has master’s degrees in
Western philosophy and the foundational texts of the modern liberal
arts and sciences, and received two
National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships, which allowed her to
study American fictional utopias and
complete an in-depth examination of
the writings of philosopher Hannah
Arendt.
Finn is exploring strategies to grow
Polis. Classes are held at the Women’s
Building in the Mission, but Finn is
testing different neighborhoods to see
which ones are the most promising. So
far, the organization employs eight to
ten teachers, whose primary mission is
to facilitate participant conversations,

rather than lecture. “I look for teachers who have an expertise but also are
incredible facilitators,” she said.
Class sessions are generally held
once a week for four weeks, with
no more than 16 people and not less
than six. According to Finn, readings
for each class are never more than
two hours long. Class topics include:
“Drinkers and Great Thinkers,” “What
Does It Mean to Live A Good Life?,” “Do
We Have an Obligation to Help Others?
What is the Basic Social Contract?”
Potrero Hill resident Giselle Chow,
41, decided to give “Drinkers and Great
Thinkers,” a try. She said that she’d
been looking for things to do, and that
the low commitment of the Polis course
appealed to her. Chow, a graphic facilitator and leadership consultant, is the
mother of two kids, seven and 13 years
old, said it’s nice to be able to get out
of the house and meet new people who
might have common interests and want
to engage in discussions.
Polis has steadily grown since it
was launched, with students coming
from many different neighborhoods.
Some of them are the parents of the
kids she taught when she was an administrator and dean of studies at
Lick-Wilmerding High School.
Classes are $25 each, with a 50
percent discount for bringing a friend.
They are held in the evening, and designed for people who don’t have a lot
of time for preparation.

Art and Sushi, at Moshi Moshi
BY DEEPTI DIWAKAR

Dogpatch was more than two decades away from its current resurgence
when Misturu (Mits) Akashi converted
an old bar into a Japanese restaurant,
Moshi Moshi in the mid-1980s. Located on Third Street, over the years
the establishment has evolved into a
neighborhood institution, where sushi,
fine art, and cocktails can be enjoyed
in equal measure.
A visit to the restaurant last month
found that the restaurant’s entryway
featured a brightly lit seating area,
with art by Kristina Lazar, who works
day jobs as a bartender and personal
trainer. Lazar’s art is lively, flowing
with colors that match the space’s
ambiance.
Moving into the restaurant, there’s
a darker seating area, which creates a
kind of movie theatre effect. The art in
this space, by Tom Sepe, a fine artist
and a graphic lighting designer, is dark
and deep. His paintings, barely visible
in the dim, seem to take the form of
Rorschach ink blot-like figures; introverted and soothingly serene.
“Our art is open” said John Con-

ditt, who manages the establishment.
“We at Moshi Moshi do not have a
too specific or political point of view.
We are not actively promoting local
art, but are becoming excited with
the idea.” Akashi regularly asks his
customers to express their reactions
to the artwork.
Born in Hayward, Mits was interned in a War Relocation Camp during World War II. When he turned 18
he was drafted into the U.S. military.
After his discharge, in the 1960s he
worked as a bartender, and dreamt of
having a Japanese restaurant. When he
first opened Moshi Moshi he brought
Japanese chefs to cook there, an effort
at authenticity that continues. “Our
GM, Larry Lighthill, and Mits had
been to Kyoto recently, to be inspired
to make Moshi Moshi more ‘Japaneselike,” said Condit. This Japanese feeling can perhaps be best experienced on
the patio, which is open to sky.
A short story writer and actor,
Conditt has been working at Moshi
Moshi since New Year’s Eve of 1999.
“Art here, I would say, is Organic Art.
We usually rotate the art work every
six months.”

Read the View online.
P O T R E R O V I E W. N E T

Urgent Care
here in Potrero Hill

Urgent Care Center with complete services
for nonlife-threatening illness or injury.
2 Connecticut Street (between 16th & 17th)
415-621-5055 / www.concentra.com

Monday through Friday, 7 am to 7 pm
Saturdays, 9 am to 5 pm
Nearby Downtown Location: 26 California Street 415-781-7077
**Most insurance accepted or use our reasonable self pay service.**

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
OUTREACH ADVERTISING
2013 – 12A

DECEMBER 2013

FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENT

Guess what? San Francisco has a website that tells you how and where to recycle
almost anything! sfenvironment.org/recyclewhere

SAN FRANCISCO ARTS COMMISSION
NEWSPAPER OUTREACH ADVERTISING
SURVEY
The Board of Supervisors is evaluating
the effectiveness of Outreach advertising.
Was the information in this ad helpful and/
or interesting to you? Please provide your
comments at (415) 554-7710 or email board.
of.supervisors@sfgov.org. Please include the
publication name and date.

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF REQUEST
FOR PROPOSALS (RFP)

Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD) has announced
the availability of the RFP for 2014-2015
programs under the following funding sources
and program areas:
• Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG): Capital Projects, HOPE SF Community Building Services, Housing Development
and Public Space Improvements;
• Housing Opportunities for Persons With
AIDS (HOPWA): Capital Projects; and
• General Fund: Capital Projects
The RFP is available electronically on
MOHCD’s website at www.sfmohcd.org.
All proposals must be submitted electronically by 5:00pm on Monday, December 16,
2013. Please visit www.sfmohcd.org for more
information.

TELL US WHERE YOU NEED CURB
RAMPS!

Do you use a wheelchair, walker, or
scooter? Do you have trouble getting to the
nearest transit stop? You can make a request
for a curb ramp in your area by calling 3-1-1.
Just jot down the intersection and tell the 3-11 operator how a curb ramp would increase
access for your neighborhood. There are
approximately 50,000 curb ramp locations in
San Francisco and we are trying to reach them
all. We appreciate your help! This is a project
of the Department of Public Works and the
Mayor’s Office on Disability.

Join the San Francisco Arts Commission
for a Town Hall meeting to learn more about
its plans for the future. Director of Cultural
Affairs Tom DeCaigny will present our vision
for the next five years and our goals for getting there. You’ll also have an opportunity to
ask questions, share comments and provide
input on priorities for arts-related policy in
the City. on Sat., Dec. 14, 10-11:30am at
the County Fair Building in Golden Gate Park.
Visit sfartscommission.org.

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE
DEPARTMENT
AUXILIARY LAW ENFORCEMENT
RESPONSE TEAM (ALERT)

The San Francisco Police Department
has developed a volunteer citizen disaster
preparedness program. The ALERT program
will train members of the public to assist law
enforcement in essential tasks after a major
disaster. Such tasks may include: traffic
control, foot patrol of business and residential areas, and reporting criminal activity.
Volunteers must be at least 16 years of age
and live, work, or attend high school in San
Francisco.
ALERT volunteers will first complete the
Fire Department’s Neighborhood Emergency
Response Team (NERT) training (www.sfgov.
org/sfnert), and then graduate into an eight
hour Police Department course specifically
designed for ALERT team members. For a
comprehensive overview, please visit our webpage at www.sanfranciscopolice.org/alert
Additional information can be obtained
by emailing sfpdalert@sfgov.org, or by calling Sergeant Mark Hernandez (SFPD, Ret.),
Coordinator, at (415) 401-4615.
The City and County of San Francisco encourage
public outreach. Articles are translated into
several languages to provide better public
access. The newspaper makes every effort
to translate the articles of general interest
correctly. No liability is assumed by the City and
County of San Francisco or the newspapers for
errors and omissions.
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THINK
STRATEGIC &
PROACTIVE
Highly competitive and famously complex, the
San Francisco real estate market can be both
challenging and rewarding. Zephyr turns savvy,
informed Bay Area urbanites into successful
homeowners, investors and sellers. ZephyrSF.com

VIETNAM VIEW READERS

A MONTHLY UPDATE
SPONSORED BY BRIDGE HOUSING

VOLUME 39 • DECEMBER 2013

On October 27th, Rebuild Potrero in partnership with
KDG Enterprises, hosted a community meeting at the
Potrero Hill Neighborhood House to offer Potrero residents
and stakeholders the opportunity to gain a deeper
understanding of the current conditions and needs of
families living in Potrero Terrace and Annex.

D

uring the event, the results of a household
needs assessment and other information was
shared, including data from the San Francisco
Unified School District, Department of Public
Health, and a Mental Health Assessment
conducted by San Francisco State University’s
Health Equity Institute.
The event was the culmination of a promise
made to residents that they would have the
opportunity to have the information reflected
back to them after all of the surveys were
completed. Residents have grown wary of
participating in studies only to have that
information “disappear” without seeing
any results.
Input from the Rebuild Potrero Community
Building Group and the PARADISE Plan
Advisory Group informed how the event was
structured. Direction included: “Make sure it’s
not boring”, “Don’t present graphs and charts
to us that we don’t understand”, “Make it fun”,
“Use games to share the results”, and “Make
sure the meeting is not too long.”
The result was a fun filled day of engaging
activities that brought the information to life.
One example was the family feud game in
which participants were divided into “family
teams” and had to guess the top survey

results for questions related to specific topic
areas. After the game, participants circulated
around five stations representing each
section of the needs assessment: education,
health and wellness, economic security,
public safety and transportation. Each station
presented the key findings in an interactive
way and gave participants the opportunity to
share their reactions.

At the conclusion of the day when participants
were asked to give feedback, one Spanishspeaking resident said, “Thank you for
keeping your word and bringing the data
back to the community so we can know what
the whole community said. This was very
important to me and my family.”
See the results from the needs assessment
in this column in early 2014.

For more information, visit our website at rebuildpotrero.com or e-mail us
at potrero@bridgehousing.com
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Jewelry Maker
Shows Her Stuff
on Television

Adrift

BY MORGANE BYLOOS

BY RICK ALBER

T he c r a f t s p e r s on who m ade
Zooey Deschanel’s necklace in the
television series, The New Girl, lives
in Dogpatch. Peggy Li, entrepreneur
and 22nd Street resident, has had her
jewelry featured in a couple of movies
and countless TV series, including
Private Practice and CSI: Miami.
Li, who has a bachelor’s of science
from the University of California,
Berkeley in bioresource sciences –
biological production, environmental
protection and restoration, and life
science – has always had a crafty side.
While in college, Li made jewelry for
herself and her friends, but never
thought of selling it. “I think a lot of
people start that way, with what they
like to wear,” she said.
After graduating from UC Berkeley, Li moved to Los Angeles and
became a web editor for Channel
One, a digital news outlet catering to
young people. She met film industry
professionals, and about 15 years ago
dropped off some of her creations in
the costume designer for Buffy, The
Vampire Slayer’s mailbox. A couple
of weeks later, she received a favorable phone call, and launched her
jewelry business as a sideline.
During the late-1990s technology boom, Channel One offered Li
a job in San Francisco. Wanting to
be closer to her parents, who live in
the Bay Area, the Santa Rosa native
made the move, juggling her jewelry
business and full-time job. “I was
burning candles at both ends,” she
said. In 2000, she quit Channel One
and started working as a product
marketing manager for Pogo.com
at Electronic Arts. Eventually, she
cut-down to part-time work at EA.
After five years of balancing her job
part-time at Electronic Arts and her
jewelry business, a year and a half
ago Li decided to dedicate all her time
to jewelry making.
“I’ve been able to maintain it
and get it to the point where I’ve
been able to make it a full-time job,
39-year-old Li said. “There are no
training wheels. It’s like starting
all over again. I’m forced to make it
work,” she said.

I've never been particularly afraid
of isolation, but apparently many of us
are, if Hollywood is a reflection of societal zeitgeist. Dozens of films playing to
the public's terror of being alone, really
alone, dependent on one's wits and luck
to survive, have been made. Cast Away
and Life of Pi are recent examples, and
two exciting, gorgeously-filmed new
ones are in theatres today. Gravity stars
Sandra Bullock as an astronaut adrift
in the emptiness of space, while All is
Lost features Robert Redford alone at
sea battling the elements in a broken
boat.
Capsule review: see both of these
movies if you enjoy riveting reminders
of our species' ingenuity and will to survive. Each will keep you guessing and
gasping for 90 minutes before delivering
a satisfying resolution.
In Gravity viewers are inside the
spacesuit and head of a medical doctor on her first shuttle trip (Sandra
Bullock). She's a highly trained, but
somewhat tentative, novice astronaut.

MOVIE REVIEW

Li wants to find a studio space
for her growing business in Potrero
Hill, which hosts a cluster of artists
and designers. “I would like to be
part of a community of artists,” she
said. “I’d like to stay in the neighborhood, but I might just end up staying
at home, saving the cost. One of the
things I love about San Francisco is
that there are lots of resources for
entrepreneurs.”
Although Li doesn’t make all of
her jewelry by hand, she’d like to
“get pieces specifically made for her
jewelry line.” Li sells her jewelry on
her website for less than $100 an item.
She is particularly proud of working
for the TV series Elementary, because
actress Lucy Liu is Asian-American
and the style is edgier and modern.
“It’s cool to be associated with that,”
Li said, who was also happy to see her
jewelry on The Vampires Diaries for
the “geek factor.”
Li’s website: http://www.peggyli.
com/

(L) Peggy Li works on a new piece of jewelry. (R) Actress Lucy Liu wears Li’s Large Tribal Spike Earrings
in an episode of Elementary. (L)

COURTESY OF PEGGY LI (R) JOANNE WATSON

Her partner, Kowalski (George Clooney),
chatters and jokes to calm her fears as
she floats outside the spaceship doing
routine repairs. Sudden tragedy strikes
and she’s ultimately cast adrift alone
and without a link to Earth, spinning
lazily below her. To survive, she must
discover an inner confidence to remain
calm – she's running out of oxygen – and
solve a series of technical challenges that
may or may not give her a chance to pilot
an emergency capsule back to Earth.
Gravity presents this womanagainst-the-elements story in breathtaking cinematic grandeur. See it in
Three-D if you can. Spindly, delicate
structures in orbit are framed against
our planet’s immense face, giving viewers a perspective never filmed before.
On one side, there’s the black, silence of
space. On the other, there’s an indescribably gorgeous green planet. In between,
lies the terror of being alone and helpless.
Despite is raw human elements,
however, Gravity is ultimately a triumph
of technology. The cinematic wonders
that can transport moviegoers to distant
worlds is in full, glorious display. You've
never seen anything like it. And the incredible complex systems we've created
to lift us off our planet are presented as
tools of peril and the means of survival.
While Gravity is unlike any other
film, All is Lost hues to a more traditional man-against-nature framework,

but with a twist. Robert Redford plays
an older, seasoned sailor on a solo trip
in the Indian Ocean. When calamity
strikes, he remains stoic, centered and
focused, the calm opposite of Sandra
Bullock's character in Gravity. Redford
acts almost entirely with his face, his
well-worn features filmed in tight closeups and his age – 70+ - a clear detriment
to the intense physical challenges he
faces. Like Bullock, he’s completely
isolated and mute, uttering only two
complete sentences throughout the film.
At the outset, Redford is a man of
skill and confidence, on his umpteenth
trip aboard a well-equipped boat. One
turn of bad luck after another erodes
that confidence and reveals the inner
man's need to prevail over nature and
keep living. Along the way the film
presents issues of consumerism – his
boat is wrecked by one of the millions
of shipping containers plying the seas
– and the indifference of the universe.
Throughout, the story is relatively
predictable, though exciting and suspenseful. You won't be bored.
All is Lost works because Robert
Redford makes us believe all of us can
triumph over adversity and survive
even when all hope has disappeared.
This is perhaps the pinnacle of the long
and wonderful career of one of our best
actors.

potrero hill

yogasita closing dec 15
thank you yogis for 9 great years

yoga to go with susannah
in 2014
1501 mariposa, no. 308, at arkansas
(a c ro s s f ro m j a c k s o n p a rk )
yo g a s i t a s f . c o m | 4 15 - 8 6 4 - SI TA
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Art Multi-Dimensional for Shawn Ray Harris
BY MORGANE BYLOOS

Walking next to a rabbit or a pig on
the streets of San Francisco may be out of
the ordinary, but it’s exactly the kind of
absurdity that fuels Shawn Ray Harris’
art. Harris is currently focusing on his
Hadaptation series, which portrays people wearing animal masks and regular
clothes. Those half-human, half-animal
creatures hang-out in Potrero Hill and
the Mission, where Harris photographs
them in one take, or combines images of
the character and the background.
Harris has tried to defy photography’s two-dimensional characteristic,
and make it a Three-D art form, since he
attended the University of Utah, about 20
years ago. One of his pieces, “Unleashing
the White Collared Marionette,” can be
seen at Dogpatch Café through early
2014. According to the café’s owner, John
Warner, the piece seems to have been
made for the spot it occupies right in
front of the entrance.
The 43-year-old photographer
moved to San Francisco from Salt Lake
City six years ago hoping to find a more
art friendly environment. “I needed to
move to a city that has a little better
scene,” he said. “San Francisco was as
different as I could get.”
In Utah Harris worked for Overstock.com as a product photographer.
Since arriving in San Francisco he’s lived
at a sort of artist commune: Developing
Environments, located at Alabama and
Mariposa streets. The live/work situation
enables Harris to make ends meet while
doing what he loves: photography.
According to Harris, roughly 85
percent of his space is dedicated to his
studio. The rest, including a fold-out
Murphy bed, serves as his living area.
“Otherwise, I don’t see how artists do
it,” he said, referring to San Francisco’s
high rents. “Making art and being able
to stay in this economic climate is pretty
amazing.” Twice a year, the artists living
at Developing Environments open up
their bedrooms/studios to show their art.

Marianne Whong, who has known
Harris for the past three years through
various open studio events, appreciates
Harris’ approach to mixing three- and
two-dimensions. “He captures San
Francisco’s energy and mixes it with
his Utah upbringing,” she said. Whong
likes the Hadaptation series because the
animal heads bring childhood fantasy to
an adult level.
Though Hadaptation is Harris’
latest creation and current focus, he’s
worked in photography for the past 18
years. When he was attending university,
Harris touched on everything, from
painting to film to print-making and
photography. His background has allowed him to incorporate different types
of art forms into his photographic work
to make it three-dimensional. According
to Harris, making something different is
the key to being a successful artist.
Harris first started by drawing
around his photographs, later adding
sculptural elements. He tried making
pop-up books of different cities, but
quickly stopped because it involved too
much computer time. His 3D photographs
have to be viewed with 3D glasses, and
look like three-color outlines. It took
about a year for Harris to fully nail
down the process of making these types
of pictures. “I haven’t seen anybody else
do anything like it,” Harris said. “People
sometimes contact me to ask how I do it.”
Harris, however, has moved away from
3D photo-making because of the amount
of time the process takes; up to six hours
to edit a single photograph.
Harris offers his work at affordable
prices. “Pricing of my work is incredibly
important to me,” he said. “My hope is
to have something affordable for anyone
looking at art. I will always make an
attempt to have something for $20. But at
the same time, I have sculptural work that
is valued in the $2,000 to $4,000 range.”
This month Harris will show his
Hadaptation work in Tempe and Tucson,
Arizona. For more information: www.
shawnrayharris.com/

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MORGANE BYLOOS
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The Daddy
Handbook

Tips: So You Want to Become
a Father ...or do you?
• Sex = Life. Most single men only loosely
connect sex with any other outcome than
going to sleep afterwards, or, during
the Mad Men days, having a post-coital
cigarette. (I’m not sure what the current
practice is; chewing on a slab of Nicorette
wouldn’t seem to work). Here’s a little
known fact: sex can create a baby; after a
baby there’s very little sex. Either there’s
some evolutionary advantage to refocusing male sexual energy elsewhere after
becoming a father, or God is laughing
at us.

BY STEVEN J. MOSS

Fatherhood has dramatically
changed shape since the turn of
the millennium, with modern
fathers increasingly committed to spending time with their
children. Twenty years ago,
college-educated dads dedicated
an average of five hours a week
to their offspring. Today that’s
doubled to ten hours weekly.
Men without a college education
are also spending more time
with their children, up from four
hours a week two decades ago
to seven hours weekly today.
The intensity of fathers’ interest in their kids was illustrated
in a 2012 New Yorker magazine
cover, in which a mother with
a stroller encounters a playground crowded with babies
and their caretaker fathers.
View Publisher Steven Moss,
has written a book crafted to
appeal to this generation’s
f athers, honestly describing his
interactions with his wife and
daughter, creating a series of
stories about raising a daughter,
and being a family. He’s looking
for a publisher for this work;
in the meantime the View is
delighted to publish excerpts
over the next few issues.

ILLUSTRATION B Y AMY CURKENDALL

Father’s Day
“You’re going to have three kids,”
seven-year-old Sara announced, after
examining the number of lines on
my wrist. I tried not to wince as my
daughter then held up her arm for me
to predict her child-bearing fortune.
I came to fatherhood at an age
that’s considered late. Sara was born
when I was 40; 13 years older than
average for a first-time father. By the
standards of having children, I was
already over-the-hill: fertility rates
peak by the time a man reaches his
mid-30s, and fall from there.
Still, while I may be older, the
experiences I’ve had being a dad are
much closer to today’s 20-something
dads than my 1960s-era father. Dads
now spend almost three times as many
hours with their children – and more
than twice as much time on housework
– than their fathers did. I’m not in the
same league as stay-at-home dads, of

which there are now almost 200,000.
But most modern fathers are like me.
We’ve dived into the enterprise head
first, with a deep commitment to raising our children, but minimal training
and incomplete role models.
Except from a biological perspective, becoming a dad isn’t like turning
on a light switch. It’s akin to making
tea: a sudden splash into boiling water,
followed by a slow transformation.
This is the story of that transformation; how I raised my daughter and
my daughter raised me. In many ways,
it’s every dad’s story. Though the characters change, and the plot line may
take a different trajectory, it’s a tale
that most fathers can, and should, tell.
Please tell yours, including sharing
your tips on how to be a dad: editor@
potreroview.net.
Next month: A baby is born!

• Life = Love. Setting aside any conclusions you came to related to (1), go ahead,
have a baby. In fact, why stop at one; go for
two, or even three. There are downsides to
the enterprise – someone else in the house
with a shorter attention span than you;
being forced to share your stuff; you and
your things will get drooled on, crumpled,
or broken – but it beats the alternative.
• Make a commitment. Once the baby
pops out she’ll be with you for a lifetime;
it’s good to teach her something. I started
taking Sara to swimming lessons when
she turned three, driving 30 miles from
San Francisco to Half Moon Bay once a
week for almost two years. Today Sara
swims like a mermaid, and I get the credit.
• Grow up. There’s plenty of time to
stay in suspended adolescence, messing
around with women, sports, travel, and
technology. Feel free to take all the time
you need; then, by faith or circumstance,
stop acting like a boy.
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Museum of Vision an Unusual Sight to See
BY SASHA LEKACH

Jenny Benjamin thought she’d be
employed by an art gallery after receiving her master’s in museum studies from
George Washington University. Instead,
she’s been working with eyeballs for the
past decade. Benjamin serves as the curator, director, and sole staff member at the
Museum of Vision, located in the offices of
the American Academy of Ophthalmology, a job she finds fascinating.
Formed in 1896, the academy is one
of the few medical associations based
in San Francisco. Its headquarters in
Fisherman’s Wharf has been home to
the museum and its exhibits since 1980.
The oft-overlooked offices, staffed by
180 individuals working in the field of
ophthalmology, are wedged between an
art gallery and an Irish pub. Tourists
constantly mill past, and sometimes
wander in, though more typically the free,
30-minute tours are booked in advance by
roughly 150 visitors a year. According to
Benjamin, the museum shows what being
an eye doctor is all about, “These are the
wonderful things we do for patients.”
The exhibit starts in what looks like

a first-floor office hallway, because it is
one. Large posters line the walls, each
detailing various eye diseases, starting
with cataracts, one of the most common
ocular ailments to befall Americans.
Almost one and a half million cataract
surgeries are performed each year for
those suffering from clouded lenses.
Next up is glaucoma, followed by
macular degeneration. On the other side
of the hallway a color blindness test from
1916 developed by Dr. Shinobu Ishihara
in Japan is displayed. Another case exhibits eyeglasses from 1750, 1850 and
1950, along with a lorgnette collection;
spectacles with a long handle. The academy has an astounding 3,000 vision aids,
from telescopes to monocles. “You don’t
have to be a physician or an eye doctor
to be interested,” Benjamin assured. “As
we get older our eyes require more care.”
The tour jumps to the third floor,
with the elevators opening to a collection of eyecups. Toward the end of the
19th century the devices served as a way
to keep eyes clean with eyewash made
of boric acid. “It would have burned a
smidge,” Benjamin noted. Eventually the
cups –made out of pewter, ceramic, glass

and in varying designs – were replaced
by eye drops.
The heart of the museum is its changing exhibit room. For the past year “Contagion” has been featured in cases and
on the walls. Contagion is mostly about
epidemics, and the history of examining
the underlying causes of diseases. There
are medical books from the 1500s, and
glass eyes from 20th century medical
classrooms that provide examples of
unsightly things, like a corneal ulcer or
horn. The exhibit closes this month, to
be followed by a survey of how science
fiction portrays or misrepresents real
medical practice. The special exhibits are
permanently accessible on the museum’s
website.
“After 12 years you would think I
would run out of subjects,” Benjamin
quipped. She said questions from visitors
often spur thoughts for new displays. She
then works with a committee of academy
members to develop a topic and research
area. Visitors, usually physicians who
show a keen interest in ophthalmology
– classified as “eye medicine,” according to Benjamin, which dates back to
the Greeks, and emerged as its own

specialty in the 1870s – can also tour the
fourth floor, where medical furniture is
displayed along with history about the
academy itself.
The museum sometimes travels,
with exhibits displayed at the academy’s
annual meetings, where about 25,000 eye
doctors and researchers network, learn
and connect. This year’s meeting was
held in New Orleans in November. As
part of archive efforts, Benjamin’s duties
also include conducting oral histories – 84
each year – and compiling legacy projects.
The museum is listed in the Atlas
Obscura, a guide of odd and obscure
attractions, which draws in tourists
and those looking for something off the
beaten path. Benjamin will be speaking
at “Nerd Nite” at the Rickshow Shop
later this year.
The usual reaction after visiting the
museum is “I learned so much,” Benjamin
said. Visitors typically tell her that they
were drawn to the tour by curiosity, a
penchant for things out of the ordinary,
or a keen interest or personal connection
with eyes, medicine or certain diseases.
From Potrero Hill visitors can take
the 19-Polk Muni bus to the museum,
located at 655 Beach Street. For more
information: museumofvision.org or
561.8502

We Appreciate Our Supporters!
liveoaksf.com
1555 Mariposa Street
415-861-8840

skona.com
415-494-2854
jenny@skona.com

allgood pizza.com
1605 Jerrold Avenue
415-846-6960

recology.com

potrerochiros.com
290 Division St. Suite 400
415-431-7600

The View thanks our supporters and advertisers. You wouldn’t be reading this paper without them. To become a suppporter, email production@potreroview.net.

Chocolate Lab and
Little Nib. Take a bite
out of the Dogpatch.
[ Dogpatch ]
3RD ST

TENNESSEE

ESPRIT PARK

20TH ST
20TH

MINNESOTA

INDIANA

Come by Little Nib,
enter to win a
Caramels to the
Third Power (C3 Box)
and get your little
nibble in Dogpatch.

17

22ND ST

Chocolate Lab

Little Nib

A full service restaurant featuring unique
Savory offerings, Recchiuti influenced
Sweets, Beer, Wine and light Cocktails.

A diminutive neighborhood boutique
outlet by Recchiuti Confections, with
chocolate, caramel and baked goods.

For menus & hours visit
chocolatelabsf.com.

For hours please see Our Store
page on our website recchiuti.com.

801 Twenty-second Street; San Francisco
415.489.2881 | info@chocolatelabsf.com

807 Twenty-second Street; San Francisco
415.489.2882 | infosf@littlenib.com
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What’s Happening with
Real Estate on Potrero Hill?

This home on Mississippi Street attracted five offers after just a few days on the market.

Low interest rates and powerful demand have made the market on Potrero Hill stronger than it has been in
years. Many homes are attracting multiple offers after just a few days on the market.
If you have been thinking of selling your home this may be an excellent time to take advantage of strong
demand from buyers.

Sales Prices for All Potrero Hill Homes Sold in 2013*
1817 19th St .............. $1,825,000
2242 19th St .............. $1,140,000
1425 20th St .............. $1,055,000
2004 22nd St.............. $1,050,000
2106 22nd St ................ $673,000
2104 23rd St .............. $1,428,000
606 Arkansas St ......... $1,105,000
23 Blair Terrace............. $500,000
75 Caire Terrace ........... $510,000
700 Carolina St .......... $1,265,000
1015 Carolina St ........ $1,650,000
1039 Carolina St ........... $860,000
658 Connecticut St ....... $987,000
901 De Haro St .......... $3,180,000

1052 De Haro St .......... $899,000
1177 De Haro St ........ $1,250,000
515 Kansas St ............ $1,380,000
566 Kansas St ............ $2,412,500
753 Kansas St ............ $1,680,000
761 Kansas St ............ $3,195,000
835 Kansas St ............ $1,710,000
1407 Kansas St ............. $885,000
1419 Kansas St ............. $700,000
1434 Kansas St ............. $755,000
1300 Mariposa St ....... $1,525,000
1919 Mariposa St ....... $1,450,000
341 Mississippi St ...... $2,000,341
541 Mississippi St ...... $1,380,000

1219 Rhode Island St .... $950,000
1422 Rhode Island St .... $825,000
1470 Rhode Island St .... $693,900
243 Texas St .............. $1,350,000
312 Texas St .............. $1,600,000
376 Texas St .............. $1,350,000
576 Texas St .............. $1,035,000
422 Utah St ................ $1,050,000
711 Vermont St .......... $1,193,225
779 Wisconsin St ....... $1,150,000
837 Wisconsin St ....... $1,301,000
880 Wisconsin St ....... $1,385,300
930 Wisconsin St ....... $1,175,000
983 Wisconsin St ....... $1,430,000

In 2013 the average sales price for a home on Potrero Hill has been $1,308,054.
If you’d like a free report on the value of your home, call Tim Johnson at 710-9000.

TIM JOHNSON

Paragon Real Estate Group
BRE# 01476421

415.710.9000
tim@timjohnsonSF.com
www.timjohnsonSF.com

*Sales information as of November 19, 2013 in SFAR MLS.
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Through December
HOLIDAY: Hyatt Regency
on Embarcadero
With the days colder and shorter, a
great way to spend the afternoon
is to visit the Hyatt Regency, where
you’ll be dazzled by thousands of
strands of lights cascading from the
enormous atrium courtyard. Lounge
on the sofas at Eclipse Bar, and sip a
favorite beverage while taking it all in.
Don’t be surprised by the intermittent
 ccurring three
snowfall in the atrium, o
times a day. Free. 5 Embarcadero
Center. Information: 788.1234.
Through December 15
DANCE: The Velveteen Rabbit
Don’t miss this beloved Bay Area
holiday tradition. ODC/Dance enlivens Margery Williams’ classic tale
of a well-worn nursery rabbit that
becomes real. Told though music,
dance and a powerful narrative, The
Velveteen Rabbit celebrates the
unique relationship between a little
boy and his stuffed rabbit, and the
enduring power of love. See website
for times. $16-75. Yerba Buena Center
for the Arts, Lam Research Theater,
700 Howard Street. Information: odcdance.org/performance.php?param=2
Through December 22
ART: All Good Things at Somarts
The group exhibition All Good
Things… and accompanying performances investigate the legacy and
contemporary form of West Coast
time-based conceptual art, as well
as the unique relationships forged
between objecthood, experience
and temporal structures. During the
course of the exhibition featured
artworks fundamentally change,
evolve, degrade, are consumed or are
fully realized. Featured works include
photography, video, sculpture, timebased art and installations by artists
Tom Marioni, Chris Fraser, Berndnaut
Smilde, and many others. Free. SomArts, 934 Brannan Street. Information: somarts.org/allgoodthings/
December 4th
READING: An Evening
with Anne Lamott
“Where is meaning in the
meteoric passage of time, the speed
in which our lives are spent? Where is
meaning in the pits? In the suffering?
I think these questions are worth asking.” Anne Lamott, KPFA Radio 94.1FM
and Pegasus Books present Stitches;
A Handbook on Meaning, Hope and
Repair by Anne Lamott, the author of
Operating Instructions: A Journal of My
Son’s First Year; Bird by Bird; Traveling
Mercies, Plan B; Grace (Eventually); and
many more books. This honest, funny
book attempts to make sense of life’s
chaos. Host Leah Garchik is a veteran
columnist for the San Francisco Chronicle. $25. 7:30 p.m.. First Congregational
Church of Berkeley, 2345 Channing
Way Berkeley. Information: http://www.
fccb.org/events

4

DANCE: Go
Go is an an evening of
contemporary dance by
Mid to West Dance, a collective of
dance artists who completed the MFA
program at the University of Iowa and
are now making and producing work
in the Bay Area. The performers will
include: Jai Arun Ravine, Sarah Genta,
Juliana Monin, Jordan Stout, Rebecca
Chun, Daria Kaufman, Mo Miner, Sarah
Nguyen, Kate Vigmostad, Chih-Hsien
Lin, Nichele Van Portfleet, Maryssa
Steffan, Rebecca Pollack, Jill Randall, and many more. $15-$25. 8 p.m.
NOHspace, 2840 Mariposa Street.
Information: http://www.midtowestdance.com/

6
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR
tivating the hearts and minds of the
young and young at heart. Tickets $18
to $28. Fort Mason Center, Southside
Theater, 2 Marina Boulevard. Information: nutcrackersweets.org
FOOD GIFT: Holiday
Pickling and Condiment
Making Class
Give your friends and family homemade jars of delicious pickles, mustards, and jams. This DIY present is
great for not breaking the bank, and
everyone appreciates a delicious
home-made gift. Join Southpaw chef,
Max Hussey, for a two-hour intensive
on pickling and making condiments
at home. See how easy it is to make
homemade mustards, sauces and
sweet or spicy jams. Gain hands-on
experience making them from scratch
and take some home to enjoy. $50.
7 p.m.. Southpaw BBQ, 2170 Mission Street. information: http://www.
southpawbbqsf.com/http://www.
southpawbbqsf.com/

10

REINDEER MADNESS

December 6 through 13
FILM: Sweet Dreams
Sweet Dreams follows a remarkable
group of Rwandan women as they
emerge from devastation to create a new future for themselves. In
1994 Rwanda suffered a horrifying
genocide. Close to a million people
were killed by neighbors, friends,
even family. The country has made
great strides in economic recovery,
but “people are not like roads and
buildings” according to Kiki Katese,
pioneering Rwandan theater director.
“How do we rebuild a human being?”
Kiki decides to start Ingoma Nshya,
Rwanda’s first and only women’s
drumming troupe, open to women
from both sides of the conflict. For
the women—orphans, widows, wives
and children of perpetrators—the
group is a place to begin to live again,
to build new relationships, to heal the
wounds of the past. Yet the struggle
to survive and provide for their
families still persists, so Kiki decides
to open Rwanda’s first and only ice
cream shop, and invites Jennie and
Alexis, of Brooklyn’s Blue Marble Ice
Cream, to come to Rwanda to help
the drummers open their shop, which
they aptly named Inzozi Nziza. $10
general admission. Opera Plaza Cinema, 601 Van Ness Avenue. Information: 771.0183

CREATE: Holiday 
Botanical Wreath
Craft a textured colorful
wreath using evergreens gathered
from the Botanical Garden’s collection
of interesting and unusual trees. We’ll
have an abundance of natural materials to create an original beauty. Instructors will be on-hand to help with
step-by-step instructions. Wreath
base, wire, greenery included. Please
bring your own clippers and scissors,
as well as ornaments and ribbon to
enhance your botanical creation. $3545. 9 a.m.. and 1 p.m.. San Francisco
Botanical Garden, 1199 Ninth Avenue.
Information: andrewsieving@sfbg.org

7

December 7 Through 24
DANCE: Mark Foehringer’s
Nutcracker Sweets
Nutcracker Sweets is a family-style
version of the classic ballet. This
production features storytelling,
dance theater, ballet and live music.
For parents looking to introduce this
beloved tale to their little ones, Mark
Foehringer’s Nutcracker Sweets is the
perfect entry. It has the charm and
fantasy of the classic tale while cap-

December 13
MUSIC: Pacific Mozart
Ensemble’s Mid-Winter
Songs concert
Last year’s audiences raved about this
holiday concert; this one promises
to be just as varied and delightful,
featuring selections from Arvo Part
and Durufle, as well as works by local
composers. $20-30 7:30 p.m.. First
Unitarian Universalist Church and
Center, 1187 Franklin Street. Information: http://www.brownpapertickets.
com/event/435708
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December 14 though 29
THEATER: Crones of the Holiday,
the Sequel
The Crackpot Crones are back for the
winter holidays, with a new collection of sketches and improvisations,
as well as some chestnuts from last
year. The Crones, composed of Terry
Baum, slightly world-renown lesbian
playwright, and Carolyn Myers, retired
warrior princess of comedy, offer a
touch of mockery and blasphemy to
balance the traditional piety and purchasing that overwhelm December.
Scenes include a sing-along of Crone
holiday classics, “Moishe the GreenNosed Herring,” “The Twelve Days of
Family Insults”, and the introduction
of a new song: “Frosty the SnowdonManning.” Theresa Thesaurus, the
illustrious abecedarian, is back to subversively deconstruct a pious Christmas carol. Chanukah Butch returns to
tell the Chanukah story with lesbian
puppets. Having successfully escaped
the nursing home in 2012, the Red
Hanky Grannies infiltrate the Pentagon on New Years Eve with their
“Crones Say No to Drones” peace
protest. And last but not least, building on the resounding success of “The
Version Mary” in 2012, in a touching
nativity scene, the Baby Jesus and his
Mom discuss abortion politics. $15.
Exit Theater, 156 Eddy Street. Information: crackpotcrones.com
December 15
MUSIC: Peter and the Wolf

15

(In English)

Kids learn about instruments in this symphonic fairy tale
classic by Sergey Prokofiev, with
multimedia visuals and pre/post show
children’s activities. The performance
is led by San Francisco Ballet conduc-

tor maestro Ming Luke with a special guest narrator telling the tale in
English. For ages three and older. $15
to 18. 4:15 p.m. Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center, 3921 Fabian Way,
Schultz Cultural Arts, Palo Alto. Information: paloaltojcc.org
DIY Holidays: Gingerbread
House Decorating
Bring a little old-school fun
to your holiday this year by decorating a gingerbread house, complete
with gumdrops and candy canes. Local instructor extraordinaire, Michele
Simons will reveal the tricks and
secrets for making the edible palace
of your dreams, and then it’ll be time
to have some fun and get creative.
Dress to get messy. Each participant
(or pair/household) receives one
homemade, pre-constructed gingerbread house (six by six) on an eight
by 10” base and lots of decorations
including candies, dried fruits, sanding sugars, sprinkles, homemade
cookies, and plenty of royal icing as
edible adhesive. We also will have
boxes for transporting the completed
gingerbread masterpieces. $35. 7 p.m.
18 Reasons, 3674 18th Street. Information: 18reasons.org
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December 22
SCIENCE: The Science
of Heat and Temperature
What’s the difference between heat and temperature? We use
the terms interchangeably, but they
have precise meanings to physicists.
How does your thermostat work
and how does a Thermos® know to
keep a hot thing hot and a cold thing
cold? The mysteries will be revealed
in this talk. Note: there’s limited capacity for this program; seating will
be first-come, first-served. General
Museum admission $25. 2 p.m. Exploratorium, Pier 15, Kanbar Forum.
Information: exploratorium.edu/visit/
calendar/full-spectrum-science/december-22-2013

22

December 26 though 29
FAMILY FUN: Boswick The Clown’s
Variety Matinee Show
Former Ringling Brothers Clown Boswick, is famous for his antics, playfulness and being able to make children
laugh with hysterics. Join him for this
matinee variety show in the heart
of the theater district, where he’ll
present sketches, do juggling tricks
and tell lots of silly stories. Boswick
has been making people laugh for a
quarter century, and he looks it! See
website for times. For children four to
eight years. $19. Un-Scripted Theater,
533 Sutter Street. Information: http://
boswick.net/show
December 27
DANCE: Holiday
Dance Party
So you’ve survived Christmas and now find yourself wondering what to do. How about an ‘80s
themed holiday dance-music party
with your friends to Shake The Disease? Drinks, libations, 80s holiday
movies on in the background and
80′s dance music. Dance the night
away in your best ‘80s holiday getup.
Slim ties, elk suits, prom dresses –
it’s the ‘80s and anything goes. DJ
Sparkle and guests will set the tone of
‘80s dance fun times. Free. 8 p.m. to
2 a.m. 739 Bryant Street. Information:
Marilyn Yu, 317.5905.

27
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Being a good doctor is about more than
practicing good medicine. It’s about
preventing illness. Being proactive.
Taking time to really listen. And giving
our members the personalized care
they deserve.

For more information about Kaiser Permanente,
call 1-800-464-4000 or visit kp.org
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COME BE PART OF A WELCOMING,
WARM, INCLUSIVE FAITH COMMUNITY

ST. TERESA OF AVILA
CATHOLIC CHURCH
1490

SERVED BY THE CARMELITES
19TH STREET (AT CONNECTICUT

on
the
PHOTO BY DIANA MULVIHILL

STREET)

Unto Us A
Child Is Born
CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAYS AT ST. TERESA’S
DEC. 1
DEC. 8
DEC 15
DEC. 24

FIRST SUNDAY OF ADVENT—GIVING TREE IS INTRODUCED
JESSIE TREE FOR THE CHILDREN @ 10:00AM MASS
PANCAKE BREAKFAST: 9:45AM UNTIL NOON
CHRISTMAS EVE CHILDREN’S MASS 4:15 PM
CHRISTMAS EVE CHOIR MASS 9:00PM
DEC. 25 CHRISTMAS MASSES 8:30 & 10:00AM
JAN 1 MASS @ 9:00AM (HOLY DAY OF OBLIGATION)
Call: 415-285-5272

For more information:
E-mail: info@stteresasf.org

Happy Birthday to Ava, a girl not
afraid to make her own fashion
statement. And congrats on earning
your orange belt! Love Mama, Dada,
Dashiell and all the pets.

Eva, We love to hear you sing.
See you play. Making friends
everywhere you go. We love you
so very much. Happy second
birthday sweet girl! Mom and
Dad (Vasna & Joshua)

www.stteresasf.org

Need Office Space in Dogpatch?
The View has a few extra
workstations, some of them private.
Contact editor@potreroview.net for details.

Happy Birthday, Zurie! With lots of love
from your family. Mummy, Daddy, Issa
and Mara (woof!)

Happy second Birthday Lillian,
Love Mom, Dad and Gracie

79 Sales on the Hill in 7 Years

The next one
could be yours.
• Living and working on Potrero for over 12 years
• $70 Million in sales on Potrero Hill
• 2009-2012 Potrero Hill Top Producer
• Executive Board Member of The Potrero
Dogpatch Merchants Association

Christine Doud
REALTOR®
415.426.3223
christinedoud@zephyrsf.com
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Edward Ryden
(DECEMBER 13, 1922–OCTOBER 23, 2013)
Long-time Potrero Hill resident Ed Ryden passed away on October
23 in Santa Rosa. Ryden was an artist, designer, builder, and man of
many talents. From the 1960s to the 1980s he and his wife, artist Jean
Halpert, were part of the Hill's original large artists' colony, in a period
in which the area was considered "the other side of the tracks" and rents
were affordable.
Like many artists, Ryden held other jobs that helped pay the rent.
He put his talents as a wood worker and sculptor to use by helping Hill
homeowners update and renovate their houses.
In 1985, Ryden and Halpert moved to the Galilee Hills in Israel, where
they lived for 18 years in a home Ryden designed and built. In 2002, they
returned to California, settling in Santa Rosa, allowing them to make
frequent visits to San Francisco's galleries and museums, as well as to
their old neighborhood.
Halpert passed away in 2011. Ryden continued to be active in the arts,
especially through the Sebastopol Center for the Arts. He created and
exhibited his prints and watercolors, and taught, until shortly before he
passed away. He will be remembered by friends, students and the many
artists and community members he touched.

Available online and at our Dogpatch Factory Store.
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Library News
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BY LY N N E B A R N E S , L I B R A R I A N

The Library will be closed on December 25, in observance of
Christmas.
PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS
Reference Drop-In One on One Time for more Intensive Reference Questions: Do
you have questions on how to use computers and the internet, how to download
eBooks to your device, or how to use the library's databases? Have a reference
question that requires more time to answer? Come to Reference Drop-In, where
you’ll get one on one time with a librarian to help answer your toughest conundrums! Contact Lisa for more information 355.2822. Wednesdays, December 4,
11, and 18, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Holiday Print-making Workshop with Calixto Robles: Celebrated artist Calixto
Robles will demonstrate the art of print-making and guide you in printing cards
for the holidays. This program is for all ages. Saturday, December 7, 3-5 p.m.
Book Art and Button-Making Workshop (Holiday Crafts): Learn how to transform
discarded books and magazines into beautiful framed works of art! Decorate
your holiday with homemade buttons! Make gift cards! Let your imagination
soar! We’ll provide magazines, books, frames, buttons, and other materials. Feel
free to bring anything else you want to turn into art! Light refreshments will be
provided. All ages welcome. All programs at the library are free. Contact Lisa
at lfagundes@sfpl.org, or Lia at lhillman@sfpl.org for more information, or call
355.2822. Saturday, December 14, 2-5 p.m.

PROGRAMS FOR TEENS
Game On! Come play PS3 games on our big screen! We have a selection, but
you can bring your own T or E rated games to share. Challenge your friends to
determine who is the ultimate gamer! Snacks! Ages 10-18 welcome. Tuesdays,
December 3, 10, and 17, 4:00–6:00 p.m.

PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN
Baby Rhyme and PlayTime: For infants up to eighteen months old and their
caregiver. Tuesdays, December 3, 10, 17, 24, and 31, 1:15-1:45 p.m.
Family Storytime: Featuring stories, songs and rhymes. For children from birth
to five years old and their caregiver. Thursdays, December 5, 12, 19, and 26,
10:30-11 a.m. and 11:15-11:45 a.m.
Homework Help: Kindergarten to sixth grade students will receive one-on-one
help from our capable volunteers. Need homework support? Drop by the library
for free assistance. December 3, 10, and 17, 4:30-6 p.m.
Fun Flicks: This film program is offered every second Wednesday of the month
and includes short films based on children's books and stories. December’s films
will be How the Grinch Stole Christmas, There’s No Such Thing as a Chanukah
Bush, Sandy Goldstein. For children ages three to eight, Wednesday, December
11, 6:30-7:15 p.m.
Movie Day: In partnership with the Potrero Hill Family Support Center (PHFSC),
we’ll present Monsters, Inc., and PHFSC will provide a meal. Friday, December
20, 3-5:30 p.m.

LIBRARY SPONSORED COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

Are your feet ready
for a new experience?
CALL PAuL MCDonALD
Your Neighborhood Flooring Consultant

415.640.2015

C a r p e t, h a r d w o o d , l a m i n at e , v i n y l , t i l e , w i n d o w t r e at m e n t S

TAKE AN AD OUT IN THE VIEW
production

@potreroview.net

Creative Writing Workshop: A free class to help you write your own stories,
develop characters, and find your own unique voice in a supportive and creative
environment. Please contact Shevi for more information: sheviros@gmail.com or
602.7961. And if you’d like to contribute to the View, contact editor@potreroview.
net. Thursdays, December 5, 12, and 19, 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Starr King Open Space Meeting: Monday, December 16, 6-7:30. (For more information contact Webb Green, 648-6168, webbgreen@mindspring.com)
The Potrero Hill Book Club meets at the library every third Wednesday evening
of the month. December’s selection is Dear Life: Stories by Alice Munro. Join the
discussion on Wednesday, December 18, 7-8:00 p.m.
San Francisco Seed Library at the Potrero Branch Library: In partnership with
the San Francisco Seed Library, the Potrero Branch Library has seeds available
for “checkout.” Located on the first floor beneath the staircase.
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CRIME & SAFETY REPORT
BY KEITH BURBANK

The homicide rate in the Bayview Police District has dropped by almost
half since last year, according to police data. Through September 30, 2013,
the Bayview District, which includes Dogpatch and Potrero Hill, has seen
eight homicides, compared with 14 during the same period last year. In
2012, 18 homicides occurred in the Bayview District.
“One homicide is one too many,” said Bayview Station Captain Robert
O'Sullivan, who reported the statistics at an October meeting of the San
Francisco Police Commission, held at the Potrero Hill Neighborhood
House. O'Sullivan added that shootings have tremendous impacts on the
surrounding community, whether or not a person dies, referring to work
being done by Dr. Nadine Burke at the Center for Youth Wellness. Emerging
data indicates that community violence “affects the developing brains and
bodies of children,” according to the Center's website.
Though homicides were up significantly in 2012 compared with the
previous two years, so far in 2013 the number of homicides is less than
a third of what they were in 2004. “We're going in the right direction,”
O’Sullivan said. “And it's because of the tremendous amount of work that
both the community and police officers at Bayview Station have done over
literally a decade.”
O'Sullivan cited several reasons for the lower homicide numbers. Officers have increased seizures of illegal firearms. One hundred and ninety
guns have been confiscated so far this year, compared to 134 in the same
period in 2012. O'Sullivan is confident that the station will seize at least
200 firearms by the end of the year.
However, it’s not clear whether there are more illegal guns in the Bayview District, or whether the station is doing a better job finding them. “I
don't know the answer to that,” O’Sullivan said. “The more guns we get
off the street, the more shootings we potentially interrupt.”
Officers have also been proactive in enforcing traffic and penal codes,
which have led to firearm-related arrests. And officers have recovered
weapons by exercising warrantless search clauses against individuals on
probation or parole. Bayview station has partnered with other City offices
and community organizations to identify and refer at-risk 18 to 24-yearolds to jobs and job-readiness training.
In 2004, the Bayview District experienced 29 homicides. That fell to
25 in 2005. In 2010 and 2011, the district experienced 14 and 11 homicides
respectively. Last year was a bit of an aberration, with the summer being
particularly violent, O'Sullivan said.
O'Sullivan said that reducing violence, specifically gun violence, is
the number one priority of Bayview Station officers. “A good amount of
our focus is on preventing gun violence through addressing issues that
are gang-related,” he said. According to O’Sullivan, gangs drive a lot of
the violence, with between eight and ten gangs operating in the district. A
police map of gang locations shows two gangs operating near Potrero Hill,
the Zoo Block and the 25th Street gang. The others are operating within
or closer to Bayview-Hunters Point.

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL OF SAN FRANCISCO

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Economic Opportunity Council (EOC) is a private nonprofit agency, which
provides a range of services to low-income San Franciscans. As the Community
Action Agency (CAA) for the City and County of San Francisco, EOC’s mission
has always been “To address the problem of poverty in San Francisco.” The role
of our board members is vital to the success of the agency. Board members are
charged with the responsibility of policy development, oversight of the programs
both in the areas of monitoring and evaluation; fund development and, board level
oversight of the agency’s administration. Board members do not participate in the
day-to-day operation of the program.
As the CAA, EOC conforms to federal legislation, which calls for a tripartite board
of directors. All CAA’s must have representatives of low-income sectors along
with elected public officials and representative of the private sector on the board
of directors. Every 2 years our agency seeks qualified applicants to represent
the low-income sector. While individuals can self-nominate, we are also seeking
candidates that are presented by agencies, groups, churches, and other bodies
representing the low-income population.
The minimum qualifications for all candidates includes: 1) must be 18 years of
age or older when applying or nominated; 2) must be a resident of the City and
County of San Francisco; and 3) must have resided in San Francisco for the previous 60 days. If you or your group would like to nominate a candidate, you can
submit a written nomination for consideration of membership on the EOC Board
of Directors to Ms. LaVonne Wilson, Liaison for Board of Directors at our central
office located at 1426 Fillmore St., Suite 301, San Francisco, CA 94115.
For more information or the form to self-nominate, please contact
Ms. LaVonne Wilson, at (415) 749-5600.
Any nominations for low-income representatives on the EOC board of directors
must be received in our offices by the close of business, 5:00 p.m., December
13, 2013.

DEATH IS INEVITABLE
for us all...But your View can go on!

Consider donating to the paper as part of your last wishes.
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Mariuccia Iaconi
(1928 –2013)

Bayview Police Station Captain’s Community Meeting is usually held on the first
Tuesday of each month at the Bayview Station, 201 Williams Avenue. Next
meeting: December 3rd, 6 p.m.
Dogpatch Neighborhood Association usually meets the second Tuesday of each
odd-numbered month. Next meeting: January 14th, 2014. Voting membership
is open to anyone living in or owning property or a business in Dogpatch.
For more information or to join/pay online: mydogpatch.org

McKinley Square Community Group is a communication and discussion group
regarding events and activities, clean-up days, improvement and beautification, and other concerns, such as crime in the neighborhood. MSCA board
meets approximately quarterly on the second Wednesday of the month. Look to
the online discussion group for postings of upcoming meetings. http://groups.
yahoo.com/group/McKinleySquareCommunity. Locations vary between the
Potrero Hill Neighborhood House and Downtown High School. For updates,
including sustainable gardening and park workdays, and our grant progress,
check out the MSCA blog at: mckinleysquareblog.blogspot.com.
Potrero Boosters Neighborhood Association

meets the last Tuesday of each
month at 7 p.m. (social time begins at 6:45 p.m.) in the wheelchair-accessible
Potrero Hill Neighborhood House, 953 De Haro Street. For more information:
www.potreroboosters.org or email president@potreroboosters.org. Next
meeting: December 31st, 7 p.m.

Potrero Dogpatch Merchant’s Association

meets the second Tuesday of each
month at 10 a.m. at Goat Hill Pizza, corner of Connecticut and 18th streets. Visit
www.potrerohill.biz or call 341.8949. Next meeting: December 10th, 10 a.m.

Potrero Hill Democratic Club meets the first Tuesday of each month at 7 p.m.
at the Potrero Hill Neighborhood House, 953 De Haro Street. For more
information: 648.6740, www.PHDemClub.org. Next meeting: December
3rd, 7 p.m.

Potrero Hill Garden Club usually meets the last Sunday of the month at 11
a.m. for a potluck lunch in a local home or garden. Discussions are held
on organic, edible, or ornamental gardening appropriate for Potrero Hill’s
microclimate. Call 648.1926 for details.

Potrero Hill resident and business owner Mariuccia Iaconi died
earlier this year. She was 85. Iaconi
lived on Pennsylvania Avenue, and
owned Mariuccia Iaconi Book Imports at 970 Tennessee Street until
2006. She started the business in 1955.
The enterprise imported foreign titles
for resell to schools and individuals.
After it closed Iaconi stayed active
at San Francisco's Dolphin Club, a
swimming and boating club centered
at Aquatic Park.
“She was just a wonderful woman,” said Mary Cantini, a Dolphin
Club member. “A very good friend.”
“She was a great lady,” said Kate
Coleman, another Dolphin Club
member, who knew Mariuccia, and
wrote a remembrance of her life for
the Dolphin Club's newsletter, the
“Dolphin Log.”
Mariuccia was friends with Lawrence Ferlinghetti, though he said the
two hadn’t been in contact for many
years. Ferlinghetti co-founded City
Lights Bookstore in North Beach,
and is a former San Francisco poet
laureate. “My family and her family
were very close,” Ferlinghetti said
by phone. “They always meant a lot
to us.” Ferlinghetti said his children
and the Iaconi children – Mauro,
Mia, Mara and Daria – played together when they were growing up
on Potrero Hill. The Ferlinghetti's
moved off of the Hill in the late-1960s.
His son and Mariuccia's son are the
same age.
According to Ferlinghetti, Mariuccia held the family together. “She
was very steady,” he said. “She was

Starr King Open Space will meet Monday, December 16th, 6 to 7:30 p.m. For
information contact Webb Green, 648.6168, webbgreen@mindspring.com.
For general information: starrkingopenspace.org; or email the Board of
Directors at starrkingboard@gmail.com; voicemail 415.6336.SKO[756].

Linda Williams, Agent
Insurance Lic#: 0756086
1536 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
Bus: 415-648-1155
linda@lindawilliams.us
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State Farm, Bloomington, IL

very compassionate.”
At the Dolphin Club, Cantini and
Mariuccia swam at the same time of
the day. “I would see her almost every
morning. She had her liberal leanings,
which I agreed with,” Cantini said.
Though the two were from different generations, they’d spend about
20 minutes each day talking in the
sauna. Cantini recalled chatting with
Mariuccia about everything: politics,
fashion, hairdos. She was “regal,”
Cantini said.
Cantini noted Mariuccia's wonderful family, with three generations
in one home. According to Coleman,
Daria and her family moved into her
mother's Pennsylvania Avenue house to
help out. Daria and her husband, David
Stewart, renovated the home, which
had accommodated tenants prior to the
family moving in with their children,
Luca and Giulia. Coleman recalled
the home being large and warm, with
the arrangements providing “mutual
multi-generational care that was so
apparent and beneficial to all.”
Missouri Street resident Mary
Wasserman said her family were also
close to the Iaconi's. “I knew her for a
long, long time,” Wasserman said. “Our
children grew up together. We had
many, many social occasions together.”
According to Wasserman, Mariuccia
“was instrumental in establishing
Esprit Park as a public venue. She was
a fierce advocate for preserving that
open space for the public.” Mariuccia
was one of the Dolphin Club’s most
senior members, according to Cantini.
“She was respected by all the women
there. I miss her very much,” she said.
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Winter Solstice
December 21

Health Care Reform is Here.
Are You Prepared?
Call today to understand your
2014 health insurance options for
• Individuals
• Families
• Small Businesses
Bradley Vaccaro

Certified Health Care Reform Professional
Insurance License #0D97293

(888) 992-2244
allpointe-is.com

Home Services
TOM’S PLUMBING Tom’s been satisfying
Potrero Hill customers for over 30 years.
All plumbing needs handled promptly and
efficiently at a very low cost. Keep it local
and call Tom Keats! 415-824-3538
EXCELLENT EXPERIENCED LIVE-IN
ELDER COMPANION Seeking long term
live-in position with a healthy elder woman. Warm, caring and a great cook! Have
insured car. Well educated. Can travel.
650-303-1176.
CARPENTRY & PAINTING also: plumbing, seismic/structural work, stucco, roof
repairs & gutter cleaning, tree trimming.
www.FarWestConstr.com Jim Kennedy,
415-276-1990 Ca. Lic. 751689

Housekeeping

Come Visit the Award
Winning Acupuncture
& Herbal Clinic at
ACTCM

CLEANING PROFESSIONAL 27 years
Experience. Apartments, homes or offices
and Apartment Buildings. Roger Miller
415-794-4411 References

Photography
FREE PORTRAITS BY PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED HOBBYIST I am a retired professional who now does portrait
photography as my hobby/passion. I have
a studio on Potrero Hill with top quality equipment where I do free portraits &

prints for families or individuals. There
is no catch, professional quality for free,
and fun for all. Contact me at alcastino@
mac.com and I will send a link to sample
photos.

Rentals
VACATION RETREAT FOR POTRERO
HILLIANS Sonoma Wine Country home;
8 miles to St.
Helena; Comfortable, cozy, ; 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, sleeps 6 (max). Fireplace with wood.
Sunny decks, all year stream. 30 acres of
gardens, meadow, redwood, fir, madrone,
oak. Dogs OK. See: spot02.googlepages.
com 415-647-3052 . 2 nites = $600 then
$200/nite. 7th nite free.
CHARMING GARDEN APARTMENT
Potrero Hill. One BR, 2-night minimum.
Fireplace, patio, deck, French doors.
415.641.4488.

Technology Services
COMPUTER PROBLEMS DRIVING YOU
BUGGY? Problems fixed! 25 years of industry experience. Personal IT consulting
to small businesses or busy professionals.
We can install and/or help shop for
computer/network/printer
or
setup/
troubleshoot wireless networks. If you’re
not technical, don’t worry — we are. Rob
415.244.3305 rob@sfcomputech.com.

· Tui Na & Shiatsu massage
· World renowned faculty
· Full service herbal dispensary
· Holistic health care
· Visit our Facebook page for deals
and promotions

Call to schedule an appointment: 415-282-9603
450 Connecticut Street, San Francisco
www.actcm.edu

NEED OFFICE SPACE?
email: editor@potreroview.net
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San Francisco’s
#1 Choice
for Medi-Cal

• 600 Providers
• 2,000 Specialists
• 200+ Pharmacies
• Emergency Care
Nationwide
• 24/7 Free
Nurse Advice Line
GOLD
QUALITY
AWARD
For Medi-Cal
HEDIS® measures

6 YEARS
IN A ROW

(888) 205-6552

www.sfhp.org
© 2013 San Francisco Health Plan
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Clover Butter

Ben & Jerry's

Ice Cream Pints

sweet or salted
16 oz. -reg 3.69

$2.99

Clover Dairy

Egg Nog Quarts
Regular or light
32 oz. -reg 3.89

all flavors
16 oz. -reg 5.49

$3.99
Seaweed 69¢
Snacks
Sea's Gift

$2.99

.17 oz. -reg 95¢

Organic Egg Nog
32 oz. -reg 4.99

$3.99

Organic Whipping Cream
16 oz. -reg 3.99

$2.99

R.W. Knudsen

Organic Fruit
Juices

Chocolove

Chocolate
Bars

selected flavors
32 oz. -reg 5.49

2/$7

2.9-3.2 oz. -reg 3.29

$1.99

For your baking needs:
Farmer's Market

Organic Pumpkin

Clover

Cream Cheese

aseptic pack
15 oz. -reg 2.99

Pillsbury

Pie Crust

8 oz. -reg 2.79

$1.99

2 pk. -reg 4.49

Bob's Red Mill

$2.99

Pastry Flour
5# -reg 4.99

5# Sugar
-reg 3.99

Sale Prices effective Dec. 1 - 24, 2013

Toys for Tots
barrels at
both stores
thru Dec 22

$2.99

C&H

$2.99

$1.99

Carnation

Evaporated Milk
12 oz. -reg 1.79

4/$5

Alden's

Ice Cream
all flavors
48 oz. -8.49

$5.99

Open Every Day! 8 AM to 8 PM - 1524 Twentieth Street - Potrero Hill - San Francisco - 415-282-9204
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